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Paving the way to excellence – Innovation 
capacity building for photonics SMEs

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are the engine of the European econ-
omy. In Europe, 23 million SMEs provide around 75 million jobs and represent 
99 % of all enterprises. Addressing gaps in terms of access to skills or expertise, 
resources, infrastructure or technology nevertheless remains a necessity in order to 
sustain the ongoing positive development. It is therefore important to ensure that 
conditions and support tools are in place that allow SMEs across the EU to exploit 
their innovation potential to the fullest. 

This is where cluster and network initiatives can come in to play an active role 
in connecting and bringing together the right stakeholders and in reducing the 
barriers for collaborative innovations. This not only applies to stakeholders from 
different industries but also to stakeholders from within the value chain (for exam-
ple, end-users and developers, or science and industry).

Besides providing an ideal environment for SMEs to best innovate and grow, 
clusters and networks managers should support the Innovation Management of 
SMEs which is of paramount importance for reducing the time from idea creation 
to putting a product on the market and successfully turning innovative ideas into 
profitable ventures. 

Due to its nature as a Key Enabling Technology (KET), Photonics is one of the 
most prominent drivers for the modernisation of Europe’s industry, strengthening 
its competitiveness, creating new jobs and supporting growth for SMEs. Within 
this framework, the project RespiceSME was launched to strengthen the role 
of clusters and networks as facilitators by reinforcing the innovation capacity 
and stimulating targeted collaborations of European Photonics SMEs in and 
beyond photonics. 

With its unique 3-dimensional approach, RespiceSME focused on evaluating and 
stimulating the innovation potential of high-tech photonics SMEs (Dimension 1); 
enhancing the global technological exploitation of photonics innovations by analys-
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ing different value chains relevant for high-tech photonics SMEs (Dimension 2). 
The objective was to support the breakthrough of photonic products in non-pho-
tonic sectors such as Environment / Energy, Transport and Manufacturing and 
thereby, to enable the penetration of new markets and / or new application areas close 
to markets. RespiceSME also focused on creating a bridge over the ‘Valley of Death’ 
(Dimension 3) to increase the competitiveness of the European photonics sector by 
developing Best Practices for facilitating photonics SMEs’ access to European and 
regional Research Technology Organisations. This was achieved by harnessing 
educational and training programmes aligned with the specific needs of SMEs, 
assessing regional innovative smart specialisation strategies and providing access to 
public and private financial supports.

Figure 1: RespiceSME Toolbox (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

The handbook is targeted towards cluster managers, business developers, net-
work managers and corporate consultants who seek to better understand the de-
termining factors of innovation capability in high-tech Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises (SMEs). It provides a set of indicators and tools to demonstrate how to 
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assess the innovative power of SMEs on the global as well as on the company level. 
With these practical instruments cluster managers may enhance their support for 
SMEs, allowing them to realise their innovation resources and to formulate an in-
novation strategy adapted to their needs.
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Chapter 1:  
Evaluating and stimulating the  
innovation potential of high-tech SMEs 

This chapter introduces the tools developed to evaluate and stimulate the innova-
tion potential of high-tech SMEs. They can be utilised for benchmarking SMEs 
(e. g. cluster members) with regard to their innovation capability (Tool 1), for con-
ducting a thorough analysis of innovation potential (Tool 2) and for finding the 
right strategic approach to innovation (Tool 3). Adding these tools to their port-
folio of services, clusters will therefore improve and increase their competencies in 
supporting their SMEs in Innovation Management, strengthen the relationship to 
existing SMEs as well as generate new memberships. 

Tool 1:  Benchmark of high-tech SMEs –  
the PAPRIKA Method

Why benchmarking innovativeness? 

It is common knowledge that innovativeness1 is a key asset in today’s global com-
petition and that high-tech SMEs have a large share in it. In Silicon Valley, as well 
as in its European counterparts, SMEs are taking the lead, advancing technological 
developments and realising their potential by bringing new and highly-innovative 
products to the market. High-tech companies are drivers of innovation and, hav-
ing the example of Silicon Valley in mind, are often key contributors to the ‘inno-
vation capital’ of an entire region. 

For cluster managers and business developers alike it therefore should be of inter-
est to know about the ‘innovation capital’ of the high-tech SMEs they are working 
with since it tells them a lot, not only about their competitiveness, but also  of the 
cluster and region. 

1  When speaking of ‘innovativeness’ we genuinely mean the capability of a company to generate new products or soluti-
ons, involving novel and innovative technologies or methods
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A cluster manager or business developer naturally cannot induce innovativeness, 
but can help to stimulate and unleash a company’s innovation potential. A com-
parative analysis, so-called benchmarking, which looks at the grade of innovative-
ness found in cluster’s member companies, can provide orientation to this end. 
In this way, cluster managers may acquire an overview of the strengths and needs 
their cluster’s companies have. It can furthermore help to determine which SMEs 
actually make the best use of their innovation capabilities and should be addressed 
by measures to further stimulate these capabilities. Also, a repeated innovation 
benchmarking can help cluster managers with assessing the effectiveness of meas-
ures employed. 

In RespiceSME, for example, the innovation benchmarking was used to generate a ranking 
list of SMEs with high innovation capabilities which were then considered for an innova-
tion audit on individual company level. 

Standard benchmarking tools rarely focus on innovativeness/innovation potential alone. 
High-tech companies need to have the ability to innovate as it is paramount for sustaina-
ble success on the market. The RespiceSME project decided to concentrate on innovation 
capabilities and to propose a benchmarking method, specifically tailored to cluster man-
agers who are assessing multiple companies with different profiles. The method suggest-
ed by RespiceSME for innovation benchmarking is easy to apply and does not require a 
lot of additional time or resources – which is an advantage for cluster managers, having 
limited time for undertaking such analyses. 

The following sections provide guidelines on how to conduct a benchmarking 
based on the PAPRIKA method, explained by taking the example of the Respic-
eSME project. 

General introduction into the method 

The PAPRIKA (Potentially All Pairwise RanKings of all possible Alternatives) 
method2 is an innovative method for scoring multi-attribute value models to 
support multi-criteria decision making. It was developed by a team of researchers 
at the University of Otago (New Zealand) and has been recognised in several in-
novation awards. 

2  P Hansen & F Ombler (2008), “A new method for scoring multi-attribute value models using pairwise rankings of 
alternatives”, Journal of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis 15, 87-107.
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The PAPRIKA method allows decision-makers to look at different options of 
choice and compare them systematically, taking into account multiple objectives 
or criteria. The method helps to gauge the relative importance of criteria or attrib-
utes and to rank options / alternatives accordingly. It is especially suited towards 
complex decision situations that involve a number of alternatives that need to be 
considered.

The basic principle of the PAPRIKA method is thereby to limit the number of 
preference choices that have to be conducted in order to keep the decision proce-
dure as simple as possible. Preference values are established through the pairwise 
ranking of only two hypothetical alternatives, involving a trade-off. Each choice 
option is defined by only two criteria to keep deciding between alternatives sim-
ple and intuitive for decision-makers. Also corollaries implied by previous rank-
ing decisions are identified and discarded. This procedure is usually performed by 
software programmes such as 1000minds3 (www.1000minds.com) that apply the 
PAPRIKA method principle. 

On the basis of the principles of the PAPRIKA method, RespiceSME developed a 
practical approach for ranking the innovativeness of high-tech (photonics) SMEs4, 
which can be easily adopted and applied by managers of any high-tech cluster or 
anyone in a business development capacity.

Using the PAPRIKA method for benchmarking high-tech companies based 
on their innovativeness (explained by considering the example of RespiceSME)

Applying the PAPRIKA method for a benchmarking of innovative high-tech 
SMEs requires first clarifying which indicators shall be taken into consideration 
when gauging innovation potential. At the first glance it seems impossible to as-
certain how much innovation potential a company really unlocks, especially from 
the outside view of a cluster manager. 

3  RespiceSME acquired a license for using the 1000minds software for applying the PAPRIKA method in the frame-
work of RespiceSME. 

4  Since RespiceSME has been a project on photonics, the ranking criteria were originally established having photonics’ 
companies in mind. However, considering the general notion of the criteria, they may be applied to any other techno-
logy field. 

http://www.1000minds.com
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However, for mere benchmarking purposes, it is not necessary to have a detailed 
set of company data. The goal of the benchmarking, as proposed by RespiceSME, 
is to generate a first overview on existing innovation assets or practices. The 
benchmarking is not intended to deliver a qualitative inside-evaluation of innova-
tion potential (this will be dealt within the next chapter).

For this purpose RespiceSME therefore recommends applying a pragmatic ap-
proach, which does not require a lengthy and cumbersome collection of company 
data through questionnaires, but relies on publicly available data. 

The data considered for the RespiceSME benchmarking of photonics SMEs con-
sisted of general figures like founding year, turnover, number of employees, 
which are publicly available as well as a description of the main products and 
application markets, which had been extracted from LinkedIn. This data was 
further consolidated with the information gained from individual company web 
pages and secondary sources. 

From this pool of publically available data three criteria were identified by Respic-
eSME as being most significant for benchmarking the innovation potential of a 
company. 

Innovation potential benchmarking criteria:

 � Main type of company’s activity

 � Number of patents

 � Company size

Regarding the company’s main type of activity, RespiceSME applied a classifica-
tion that categorises companies’ activities according to their position in the value 
chain (sales, services, contract research, component development, system devel-
opment – listed from the lowest ranked to the highest). Activities that obviously 
involve less innovative practices such as sales or services were gauged lower than 
activities requiring them, such as system development. 
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For the second criteria, taking into account the number of patents and / or patent 
applications of a company, RespiceSME estimated the numbers, using the global 
patent aggregation portal (www.patentinspiration.com). The most common rang-
es of patent numbers (1–10, 11–20, 21–50, 51–100, above 100) were then identi-
fied; high numbers were associated with a strong innovative power. 

The third and last criteria captured the SMEs’ size, from start-up, over micro, 
small to medium sized enterprises. Here the factor growth was deemed to indicate, 
whether a SME possessed of higher or lower innovation capabilities. It is recog-
nised that many small and very small enterprises are highly innovative, however, 
as the capacities of a company to pursue innovations also depend on the human 
resources available, it was decided to include the size of the company into the 
benchmarking. 

Besides these criteria three additional factors were considered, namely the compa-
ny age (number of years since incorporation), turnover (in MEUR) and a specific 
application market (a text description). Although these factors generally refer to 
both competitiveness and innovation potential of a company, they were included 
to complement the analysis.

In RespiceSME the three main criteria identified for the innovation benchmarking 
were then ranked by applying the PAPRIKA method, implemented on 1000minds.
com5. To this end, all photonics cluster managers involved in RespiceSME had 
to answer a series of computer-generated questions, which required choosing be-
tween two hypothetical alternatives defined on two criteria at a time and involving 
a trade-off. By doing so, preference values for each previously identified criterion in 
comparison with the other were established. 

The procedure resulted in the following criterion weightings:

5  RespiceSME acquired a license for using the 1000minds software for applying the PAPRIKA method in the frame-
work of RespiceSME. 

http://www.patentinspiration.com
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Criterion Criterion weightings 
(sum to 1)

Level Single criterion 
score (0–100)

Main type of activity 0.536 Sales 0.0

Services 16.2

Contract research 29.7

Components 62.2

Systems 100.0

SME status 0.246 Start-up 0.0

Micro 29.4

Small 35.3

Medium 100.0

Number of patents 0.217 1–10 0.0

11–20 6.7

21–50 26.7

51–100 86.7

101– 100.0

Table 1: Normalized criterion weightings and single criterion scores (Source: LITEK).

This table summarises the values established by the RespiceSME consortium for 
benchmarking photonics SMEs according to their innovation capacity. As shown, 
the main type of activity was considered being the most significant indicator of in-
novation. This value scheme was used to score the photonics SMEs of each cluster 
region included in the RespiceSME project. 

Outside of the RespiceSME context the weightings of the criterion may be ad-
justed. The great advantage of the PAPRIKA method is that it can be applied to 
any context and preference values always depend on the outlook of the person(s) 
conducting the benchmarking. Therefore, even if taking the same criteria as sug-
gested by RespiceSME for benchmarking the innovativeness of a certain group of 
companies /SMEs, there is leeway to change the emphasis.
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Tool 2: Innovation Audits

The innovation audits, as proposed by RespiceSME, aim at evaluating the inno-
vation potential of high-tech photonics SMEs at the company level. The audits’ 
approach is to assess a company’s innovation capabilities and to formulate, on ba-
sis of the results, tailor-made recommendations on how to improve and enhance 
them. 

The tool is not recommended to be applied by a company itself, as the proper as-
sessment and evaluation require the assistance and supervision of an auditor in 
one-on-one meetings. Originally, the tool was conceived within the RespiceSME 
project with the global outlook to provide a framework for cluster managers and 
business developers, who take an interest in offering innovation services to their 
clients. Innovation audits could be offered e. g. to high-tech companies, which were 
among the top ranked in the innovation potential benchmarking (see tool 1). 

The concept of the innovation audits is mainly based on the Potential Innovation 
Index (PII) by Boly6, which has been adapted to the specific context of high-tech 
photonics SMEs. Taking into account the theoretical foundations of the PII, 
which are presented in the following sections, RespiceSME has developed a ques-
tionnaire for assessing the individual innovation potential of high-tech photonics 
SMEs. 

The innovation audit questionnaire allows examining a company’s performance 
and capacity in seven fields of innovation practices, e. g. in competence manage-
ment, and determining on this basis the company’s overall level of innovation po-
tential. Due to the mostly quantitative set-up of the questionnaire, the tool can 
be easily employed by business developers and cluster managers for conducting a 
quantitative assessment of corporate assets and shortcomings concerning innova-
tion practices. With participating in an innovation audit the company, on the oth-
er hand, receives valuable information about where they should take up measures 
or improve mechanisms of innovation management.

6  Boly et al., Evaluating innovative processes in French firms: Methodological proposition for firm innovation capacity 
evaluation, Research Policy 43 (2014) 608–622.
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The Potential Innovation Index –  
an instrument to illustrate innovation potential

For the benchmarking of high-tech photonics SMEs’ innovation potential, criteria 
relating to the innovation output of a company (e. g. number of patents) rather 
than revealing the state of internal innovation practices of a company were exam-
ined. 

Assessing a company’s individual innovation potential requires a deeper under-
standing of what constitutes innovation capacity metrics on the company level 
in case of high-tech (photonics) firms. Literature has provided a number of defi-
nitions of how to comprehend innovation capacity. Szeto, for example, defines 
Innovation capacity as the continuous improvement of the overall capabilities and 
resources that the firm possesses for exploring and exploiting opportunities to develop 
new products to meet market needs7. 

Research has sought to develop instruments to identify resources and capabilities 
linked to innovation capacity and to measure innovation potential on the com-
pany level. Reviewing the literature on this topic one concept, the Potential In-
novation Index, stood out in particular, as it grasps the context of innovation in 
high-tech SMEs most comprehensively, while proposing a quantitative method to 
gauge the individual innovation potential level of a company. 

The model of the Potential Innovation Index was introduced and further devel-
oped by Boly, Corona, Assiélou and the larger team of researchers from ERPI 
(Équipe de Recherche sur les Processus Innovatifs) at the University of Lorraine. It 
proposes a general referential framework of internal innovative practices for inno-
vative companies.8 The original framework consists of a list of six main areas for 
innovation practice, namely: 1) Creativity and concept generation, 2) New prod-
uct development, 3) Human resources management, 4) Technological strategy, 5) 
Project management and 6) Data and knowledge management. Boly has further 
expanded the methodology by increasing the number of the innovation practice 

7  Szeto, E., 2000. Innovation capacity: working towards a mechanism for improving innovation within an inter-organi-
zational network. The TQM Magazine 12 (2),149–157.

8  Daniel Galvez, Mauricio Camargo, Julio Rodriguez, Laure Morel, PII- Potential Innovation Index: a Tool to Bench-
mark Innovation Capabilities in International Context, J. Technol. Manag. Innov. 2013, Volume 8, Issue 4, 36–45.
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areas to 15, including design, project management, integrated strategy, project 
portfolio management, suitable organisation, innovation process improvement, 
competences management, moral support, knowledge management, competitive 
technology intelligence, network management, collective learning, ideas and crea-
tivity, R&D activities and customer relation management9.

To evaluate a company’s performance in these fields, each aspect is usually covered 
by three questions, which are in turn evaluated on a Likert scale with proposed 
weightings for each group of criteria. The questions’ design is of mere quantitative 
nature, since Boly’s assumption is that innovative companies develop all or any 
innovation practices with more or less relevance and in a formal or informal man-
ner. From the degree of development of these practices the innovation capacity 
of a company and its mastery level of the innovation process can be determined. 
Hence, instead of trying to qualitatively evaluate the level of each innovation prac-
tice aspect (the process which is always prone to a subjective treatment of the ob-
servables) Boly proposes to measure the practices either by noting their existence 
or their absence, thus providing the basis for a more robust model using quantita-
tive data as an output.

The Potential Innovation Index for high-tech photonics SMEs  
as proposed by RespiceSME

While adopting Boly’s proposed Potential Innovation Index methodology, the 
RespiceSME consortium has narrowed down the innovation practices to 7 areas 
which, having consulted with the industry experts, identified as the most suitable 
to capture the innovative potential of high-tech photonics SMEs. This was done 
by collecting the core characteristics of the key-performing SMEs. The list of char-
acteristics and the corresponding questions, covering individual innovation prac-
tices, are presented in the table below. 

In distinction to the main areas for innovation practice defined by Boly, Respic-
eSME has added one additional area, reflecting the value chain of a company. The 
area was included to reflect the challenge of photonics SMEs to take up a strategic 

9  Boly et al., Evaluating innovative processes in French firms: Methodological proposition for firm innovation capacity 
evaluation, Research Policy 43 (2014) 608–622.
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position in the value chain. As photonics is a technology which has a wide variety 
of applications (as has any key enabling technology) companies tend to engage 
in too many value chains, instead of concentrating on strengthening one line of 
action and focusing on core competences. Drawing on a large base of experience 
in business development, the assumption of RespiceSME is that in order to stra-
tegically exploit its innovation potential a company must analyse and identify the 
(sections of the) value chains, which have the greatest potential for innovation and 
development. This is a challenge, not only to photonics SMEs, but in fact to any 
high-tech SMEs using key enabling technologies. 

The characteristics stated in the table below thus do not apply exclusively to pho-
tonics SMEs. On the contrary, adopting the larger and general scope of Boly’s 
criteria, they can also be applied for assessing the innovation potential of other 
high-tech SMEs. 

Inno-
vation 
practice 
area

Issues relevant for  
high-tech SMEs

Aspects to be analysed in the PII 
survey

Id
ea

s,
 c

re
at

io
n 

an
d 

cr
ea

ti
vi

ty

Formalise and streamline the 
idea generation for new R&D ac-
tivities and planned products in 
specific, highly specialised areas; 
use the brainpower scattered 
across different functions

 � Ideas collection from R&D and marketing 
staff

 � Creativity groups
 � Formalised procedures to collect ideas 
within the company

 � Meetings dedicated to idea generation 
involving staff from R&D and marketing 
functions

 � Dedicated resources to keep track of  
existing and new ideas

 � Formalised assessment process to evaluate 
new ideas

»
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D
es

ig
n 

an
d 

ne
w

 p
ro

du
ct

Adapt practices, often intro-
duced by external facilitators 
and experts, to design new 
products according to the set 
of rules in a highly complex 
and often customized product 
pipeline, which is difficult to 
replicate or scale-up especially 
in smaller companies working 
on customised solutions

 � Monitoring of new product development 
activities take place

 � Regular reviews of tasks of all project teams 
and managers

 � Use of facilitator groups or individual 
 � Use of formalised design methodologies or 
tools for new product development 

 � In-house availability of prototyping facilities 
(such as a laboratory or a test bed) 

 � Implementation of quality and assurance 
processes 

Co
m

pe
te

nc
es

  
m

an
ag

em
en

t

Improve the skill base in the 
company while keeping a track 
of what skills could be required 
within a short-term period (giv-
en the fact that often the skills 
needed are extremely specific 
and their supply on the market 
is limited).

 � Technological training on a regular basis
 � Staff employment strategies according to 
skills needed for future projects

 � Mapping of individual competences for use 
in innovation management

 � Formation of cross-functional teams to 
perform project-driven activities

 � Function of a human resource manager 
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Keep an eye on the latest 
technological developments by 
incentivizing staff to gather and 
share information, collecting 
data in a structured manner and 
using the internal organizational 
structures to transform these 
bits of information into potential 
leads. 

 � The process for technology intelligence 
gathering 

 � Incentives to actively participate in the tech-
nology intelligence gathering

 � Data collection methodologies and tools for 
the market survey

 � Meetings to transform collected information 
into innovation projects

 � Planning and preparation of visits (exhibi-
tions, trade shows etc.) in advance
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Keep on track with delivering 
projects while making sure 
that the project management 
process is flexible and adaptive 
to the changing demands of the 
customer and includes the risk 
mitigation measures in the case 
of highly customized solutions 
which have a strong service 
element attached.

 � Availability of regular progress reports for 
each project

 � Availability of well-defined planning boards 
available for tracking project progress 

 � Availability of an initial reference frame 
established for each project (objectives, 
responsibilities, budgets) 

 � Continuous resource monitoring (materi-
als, financial, personnel) assigned to each 
project

 � Project management and / or task tracking 
software 

»
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Implement internal systems 
backed up by knowledge 
management processes in order 
to make available sensitive infor-
mation for a safe retrieval and 
further use without jeopardizing 
the know-how by revealing it to 
externals. Hence, the big ques-
tion is what to make available 
and how, and what levels of 
access should be introduced.

 � Dedicated system or tool for recording 
know-how and re-use of previous knowl-
edge

 � Processing of (codification, classification) 
before storing

 � Implementation of procedures for creating 
and maintaining and securing intellectual 
property

 � A regular staff appraisal procedure at an 
individual or team level

 � Knowledge management tools such as cen-
tralised intranet portals or repositories
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Need to identify the value chains 
in order to better position one-
self within the market space and 
create a more sustainable busi-
ness model, which is challenging 
given the fact that photonics is 
a general purpose technology 
which has a wide variety of 
applications, so the company 
involvement in the value chains 
tends to be overstretched with a 
lack of a strategic depth. Hence, 
the need to have in-house 
capacities to constantly analyse 
different value chains and make 
strategic adjustments accord-
ingly.

 � A clear understanding of the value chain 
which encompasses products, processes, 
or service

 � Analysis of the contributors (research 
partners, suppliers, advisors) that help you 
provide product, process, or service 

 � Identification of the different stakeholders 
who could most effectively exploit, apply or 
extract value from your product, process, or 
service? 

 � Recognition of the technology readiness 
levels of the various elements of the value 
chain in which a specific product or process 
contributes 

 � A systematic approach to identify what part 
of the value chain has the greatest potential 
for innovation or development

Table 2: Table Potential Innovation Index as adapted by RespiceSME (Source: LITEK).

The RespiceSME Innovation Audit Questionnaire –  
Guidelines for conducting and evaluating an Innovation Audit 

RespiceSME developed a questionnaire in order to evaluate the proposed Poten-
tial Innovation Index (PII), comprising a series of closed questions on the innova-
tion practices relevant to (photonics) SMEs. Each innovation practice area, illus-
trated in the PII, comprises of up to six question blocks. For example, questions 
on the innovation practice area ‘Design and new product development’ examine 
the involvement and organization of employees in product development, whether 
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methodologies or tools are used to this end, and if lab facilities are available. The 
aim of the questionnaire is to measure for every innovation practice area the capa-
bilities and resources available at the company level. 

Some aspects covered by the questionnaire only a company’s top management has 
insights in, it is therefore recommended to conduct the survey with at least one 
executive manager / senior manager. For comparing different perspectives it can 
add further insights into companies by enabling executives as well as employees 
with managerial responsibilities to fill out the questionnaire. Ideally the cluster 
 manager / business developer in charge of the innovation audit assists the firm 
with filling-out the questionnaire in a dedicated meeting. This ensures a clear and 
correct understanding of the queried factors in the questionnaire and allows for 
discussion and clarification of questions. It also enables the innovation auditor to 
get a first-hand insight into the company’s innovation capabilities and possible 
problems.

A large part of possible answers are limited to; yes, partially and no. Answers given 
can be scored and weighted using both standard and harmonic averages. In the 
RespiceSME innovation audits positive answers were gauged with 1 point, where-
as a negative answer yielded 0 points. The simple composition of questions makes 
filling-out the questionnaire fairly easy. Answering the quantitative questions also 
should not be very time-consuming; a maximum of 20–30 minutes should be 
foreseen for the overall questionnaire. This is an important argument for business 
executives, who usually do not have a lot of time at their disposal. 

However, the section “value chain analysis” also contains open questions that are 
directly linked with another tool that has been developed by Dr. Gerard O’Con-
nor, lecturer at the University of Galway10, for the purposes of RespiceSME. This 
additional tool, which necessitates a more comprehensive response, will be pre-
sented in detail in chapter 2 of this handbook. 

10 http://www.nuigalway.ie/faculties_departments/physics/staff_pages/g_oconnor/
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Excerpt of the RespiceSME Innovation Audit Questionnaire 

The complete questionnaire can be downloaded from http://www.respice-sme.eu/
respicesme-toolbox/tools/ 

Figure 2:  Excerpt of RespiceSME Innovation Audit Questionnaire (Source: LITEK).

Translating the Potential Innovation Index into practice –  
Report & recommendations on the innovation audit 

Integral part and parcel of the innovation audits is the evaluation of the question-
naire’s results including recommendations on how and in which innovation prac-
tice areas actions should be taken up or improved.

The innovation audit thereby reflects the results of the company’s self-assessment 
regarding the innovation practice areas by providing In-depth analysis of the 
innovation capacity indicators related to the 7 dimensions of the RespiceSME 
audit: (1 – Ideas creation and creativity; 2 – Design and new product develop-

http://www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/tools/
http://www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/tools/
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ment; 3 – Competence management; 4 – Competitive technology intelligence; 
5 – Project management; 6 – Knowledge management; 7 – Value chain analysis).

It is recommended that different score levels for each field are illustrated in a po-
tential star graph (see below).

Figure 3: Potential Star Graph (Source: LITEK).

The potential star graph demonstrates which innovation practice areas the compa-
ny has high assets in and in which it has shortcomings according to the question-
naire responses.

It also highlights how perspectives regarding the company’s innovation practices 
might differ depending on the respondents’ position in the company (e. g. compar-
ing the view of an executive manager (blue line) with a technical project leader (red 
line). This may reveal weak points regarding internal communication or the overall 
structure of innovation processes in the company. These are issues which should be 
discussed in a follow up meeting with the company to discuss the outcomes of the 
innovation audit.
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If the innovation audit was conducted on the basis of a prior benchmarking, in-
cluding competitors of the audited company, the company’s positioning within 
that benchmarking might be discussed as well. However, the results of the innova-
tion audit questionnaire usually provide a more complete and complex picture of 
the company’s strengths and weaknesses. 

On the basis of the audit results, the cluster manager should develop a set of rec-
ommendations for the company to be implemented. These recommendations will 
address the identified weaknesses of the company and suggest solutions to over-
come such weaknesses. 

Lessons Learnt – The RespiceSME Innovation audits

In the framework of RespiceSME 32 innovation audits have been conducted with clus-
ters’ SMEs of the RespiceSME consortium. Insights, relating to the practical implications 
of the questionnaire organisation as well as the outcome of the audits are gathered 
below.

1) The audit questionnaire is not dedicated to micro-enterprises or start-ups

When auditing micro SMEs and start-ups, RespiceSME partners realised that most 
sections of the questionnaire do not apply to very small structures, which lack inde-
pendent departments, formalized procedures of knowledge management or product 
development or which simply do not use formalized creativity methods or tools. This 
did not present a major difficulty as the concerned partners went through the sections 
and mainly focused on the sections that were relevant for the company. The only case 
where this might be an issue is when using the innovation audit results to benchmark 
companies, as smaller companies will consistently score lower than their larger counter-
part. In RespiceSME it was thus decided to not benchmark the companies at a European 
scale. For smaller companies a benchmarking at the local and/or regional level (not 
European) is usually more interesting; they want to see how they are doing in relation 
to others within a particular ecosystem or the industry sector. 

»
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2) C-level executive are most dedicated for innovation audits

C-level executive or board members are most dedicated to answer the questions of the 
audits since they are mainly dealing with strategic issues. In some case, members of staff 
who were focused on the technical delivery of products seemed to display a greater scep-
ticism about the impact of the audit tool than those in sales or at C-level. Furthermore, 
some companies are not part of a managed industry cluster and have not been exposed 
to this type of intervention in the past. They possibly feel that this is a waste of time for the 
company who should be focusing on “Lean Manufacturing” practices which have been at 
the forefront of industrial practices in some countries (e.g. Ireland).

3) Lack of resources to improve internal processes

SMEs on the whole agree with the results provided by the audit and justify their lower 
score by the lack of resources necessary to improve internal processes. They also per-
ceive a gap between the results of the audit and a concrete action plan allowing them to 
improve their performance with a precise evaluation of the necessary efforts and guar-
antee of the results. In other terms, they are expecting some concrete recommendations 
on actions to be implemented. This is why the cluster manager should prepare some 
recommendations in accordance with the analysis of the audit that can be discussed with 
the SME during a follow up meeting. 
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Tool 3:  Strategy workshop for the development 
of a Business Innovation Strategy

The strategy workshop tool is targeted at companies, which are interested in step-
ping up their efforts in innovation management through the development of a 
coherent Business Innovation Strategy. 

The strategy workshops have been conceived by the RespiceSME partners while 
following-up on the innovation audits conducted within the project (see tool 2). 
The partners drew from the feedback of audited photonics companies that a mere 
reflection and analysis of the audit results was not enough, but a concrete action 
plan is needed to implement recommendations on how to improve innovation 
practices. 

Ideally, the innovation audit and the strategy workshop are both part of an overall 
coaching process provided by the cluster manager or business developer to respec-
tive companies. As demonstrated in the graph below such a coaching could com-
prise a 1st ‘strategy workshop’, including the self-evaluation of innovation potential 
through the innovation audit questionnaire, and a 2nd workshop for formulating a 
final action plan.

Figure 4:  Innovation Coaching Timeline (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).
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Approach

The goal of the strategy workshop is to support companies in formulating a 
coherent business innovation strategy, adapted to their needs. A tailor-made 
business innovation strategy shall provide companies with a clear roadmap how to 
introduce and establish successful innovation management schemes in their cor-
porate environment. 

Innovation management, as understood here, subsumes the organisation of inno-
vation practices and procedures undertaken in a company.

More precisely, carrying out innovation management means:

 � To consciously organise the development of innovations (innovative products, 
services, etc.) within the company

 � By responding to external (business criteria) and internal (organisational cri-
teria) opportunities and use its creativity to introduce new ideas, processes or 
products.

The innovation management cycle, as depicted in Figure 5, provides orientation 
concerning how to build up and consciously organise innovation development 
procedures within a company. Starting with the formulation of a strategy and the 
collection and management of ideas the cycle ideally ends with concrete results ob-
tained from the innovation development, which are in turn subject of evaluation 
and further optimization. The cycle ergo outlines the necessary steps of innovation 
management – a routine, which to establish should be one outcome of the strategy 
workshops for participating companies. 
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Figure 5: The Innovation Management Cycle (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

Here the strategy workshop can help to initiate the first step of the innovation 
management cycle, the creation (or gathering) of ideas. The concept of the work-
shop comprises of several units dedicated to the analysis of external factors, such 
as current market trends, which might influence or inspire a company’s innovation 
development.

Moreover, the strategy workshop can provide a framework for the company to 
review its internal assets and shortcomings, not only regarding the management of 
innovation procedures, but also regarding the results of innovation. This kind of 
evaluation in turn can serve as a basis for installing new or optimised schemes of 
innovation management.

Last but not least a final report on the strategy workshop should summarize the 
insights gathered from the assessment of both internal and external factors rele-
vant to the company’s innovation management and provide a clearly outlined busi-
ness innovation strategy for the company.

The following section outlines the workshop steps and provides recommenda-
tions on how to implement them.
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Overall structure

1. Assessment of internal factors: Business life cycle; vision; PII; Strengths & 
Weaknesses

2. Analysis of external factors: Trends; Positioning of products; Product life 
cycle; Technology portfolio; new business fields; Opportunities & Threats; 
Stakeholder Analysis

3. Summary of recommendations and action plan

Strategy workshop steps

 Assessment of internal factors relevant  
for innovation management

In order to effectively execute an innovation management cycle a company first 
needs to be aware of assets and shortcomings related to its existent innovation pro-
cedures. Therefore, the first part of the strategy workshop, as conceived by Res-
piceSME, concentrates on assessing the internal factors related to the company’s 
innovation management. 

This comprises:

 � Analysis of the business life cycle;

 � Providing an overview of the current situation of the company regarding its 
innovation management (Potential Innovation Index – Innovation Audit ques-
tionnaire, see tool 2);

 � Identifying the Strengths and Weaknesses of the company as part of a SWOT 
analysis.
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1.1  Business life cycle assessment: Current status and Vision 

Figure 6:  Business Life Cycle Assessment (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

Change is a constant in business life. There are different stages of business devel-
opment each having its own challenges and opportunities. Building a successful 
business which thrives on the market requires frequent validation of goals set and 
adaptation of business approaches in response to current challenges. During busi-
ness growth it might be necessary to shift the focus, e.g. change the market orienta-
tion, target new customer groups or look for novel sources of funding. 

When leading a business – whether it be a start-up, SME or company – it is impor-
tant to be aware of its position in the business life cycle.
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Seed stage
The seed stage is when the business is just a thought or an idea. The 
challenge is to overcome the challenge of market acceptance and 
pursue one niche opportunity. 

Start-up stage 
Project-to-Project

The business is born and now exists legally. Products or services are 
in production and first contracts with customers are ongoing.  The 
challenge is to keep a good control on the cash flow in order to guar-
anty the financial viability of the business. 

Growth stage 
Scaling up

Your business has made it through the toddler years and is now a 
child. Revenues and customers are increasing with many new oppor-
tunities and issues. Profits are strong, but competition is surfacing.

Establishment 
stage 

Renewal

Your business has now matured into a thriving company with a place 
in the market and loyal customers. Sales growth is not explosive but 
manageable. Business life has become daily routine. It is far too easy 
to rest on your laurels during this life stage. The company should thus 
focus on improvement and productivity.

Expansion stage

This life cycle is characterized by a new period of growth into new 
markets and distribution channels. This stage is often the choice of 
the business owner to gain a larger market share and find new reve-
nue and profit channels.

Maturity stage 
Consolidation

Year over year sales and profits tend to be stable, however competi-
tion remains fierce. Eventually sales start to fall off and a decision is 
needed whether to expand or exit the company. The company should 
look for new opportunities and business ventures. Cutting costs and 
finding ways to sustain cash flow are vital for the mature stage.

Table 3:  Table Business Life Cycle Stages (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH, adapted from 
http://www.justintimemanagement.com/en/The-7-stages-of-business-life-cycle).

As soon as the business life cycle stage has been established, it is important to 
 define the vision of the company that will lead to the establishment of the objec-
tives for the new business innovation strategy. 

1.2 PII Self-Assessment – Innovation Audit questionnaire

Ideally, a strategy workshop follows-up on an innovation audit, which already pro-
vided information on the status of innovation practices within the company. If this 
is not the case, the strategy workshop should begin with an introduction to the 
Potential Innovation Index (as described in Tool 2) and filling-out the innovation 
audit questionnaire.
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1.3 SWOT Analysis

Classic SWOT analyses look at Strengths and Weaknesses of a company, assessing 
their effect on the company’s global competitiveness, while also outlining possible 
Opportunities and Threats. In the framework of a strategy workshop designated 
to examine a company’s innovation management the SWOT analysis first should 
emphasize on interpreting the Strengths and Weaknesses (S&W) identified dur-
ing the self-assessment based on the Potential Innovation Index frame, using the 
innovation audit questionnaire (tool 2). 

However, the goal of the S&W analysis is to go beyond the insights revealed 
through the Potential Innovation Index, which mostly gauges if innovation prac-
tices are existent in different areas or not. The additional S&W assessment should 
scrutinize the strategic positioning and overall success of the company on the mar-
ket, factors that are not explicitly conveyed through the PII questionnaire. 

To assess these factors, although of rather global nature, is important as they re-
veal whether and how the company’s competitive position is reflected inside the 
company and if this is linked to some form of innovation management, e. g. if new 
products have been developed coincidently or following dedicated R&D process-
es. Also, reviewing weaknesses of the company is important to understand how 
project failures are evaluated and if results are fed back in the company’s (innova-
tion) management cycle. 

Below exemplary questions are gathered which can serve as a basis to assess 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Strengths

 � What are the special competitive advantages of the company?

 � What are its most successful products?

 � Which are successful markets for the company’s products? 

 � Which clients are the most valuable for the company’s  products?
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 � What are the competitive advantages of the company’s technology?

 � Which successful actions have been implemented in the last 2 years?

 � On which strengths can the company rely on in the near future?

Weaknesses

 � What are the disadvantages of the company in competition?

 � What are the disadvantages of the company’s technology?

 � Which were product flops?

 � Which measures failed in the last two years?

Analysis of external factors to the company 

In order to generate an effective business innovation strategy, it is not enough to 
only analyse the internal factors. Taking into account current needs and demands 
of the market as well as trends and opportunities in the process of innovation 
development is of key importance. This kind of market screening supports ideas 
creation by identifying gap segments, market niches. It may also put on the map 
new customer groups or stakeholders for cooperation, which have not been con-
sidered yet by the company. The reflection of market developments per se and in 
relation to the company’s own assets can help with formulating strategic mid- and 
long-term goals for the business. In particular, the analysis of external factors shall 
ensure innovation developments are not errant, but thrive on the market, being 
placed strategically in the right segment at the right time. 

The cluster manager or business developer, conducting the strategy workshop, 
should therefore cover the review and analysis of following external factors togeth-
er with the company:

 � Analysis of trends, markets, products, services & technologies

 � Positioning of products / services on the market

 � Positioning of products / services along the product life cycle
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 � Identification of new activity fields

 � Analysis of Opportunities & Threats

2.1 Trends analysis

The trends analysis should cover the industries the company is active in and identi-
fy relevant developments, whilst also taking into account trends and tendencies on 
the macro level, which might influence the company’s activities. 

In preparation of the trend analysis the cluster manager implementing the strategy 
workshop may conduct a brief pre-screening of trends in the industry fields rele-
vant to the company, especially if he or she is not familiar with the fields. 

Figure 7: Trend Structure Analysis (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

The following classification of trends can serve as a guideline for the analysis:

Megatrends are significant, long-term and global changes to society and consump-
tion: for example, globalisation and health are strong megatrends of recent years.
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Social-cultural Trends can be defined as any type of activity that is participated 
in by society as a whole. Trends can be long-lasting or short-lived (e. g. Facebook, 
Twitter, etc.)

Consumer trends are dominant set of ideals and beliefs that motivate a society in 
a particular period in time (e. g. modernism)

Micro trends: Styles in design for a particular consumers group 

Industry trends: Developments in a particular industrial field

Techno trends: Technology trends

2.2 Analysis of positioning of products – Growth-Share Matrix

Besides analysing future trends, it is also important to have a look at the company’s 
units’ current position on the market and future perspectives. This kind of mar-
ket analysis, to classify the market success of different business units and to assess 
their share of the company’s profit, is an established tool of business development. 
Its aim is to highlight business areas of strategic importance and / or with great 
potential as well as business areas with less promising prospects.

In the context of the strategy workshop the market analysis can help a company 
to identify areas where innovation actions should be stepped-up and where they 
should not be further pursued, given their potential value for profit is low. Since re-
sources for innovation development are naturally limited, it is essential, especially 
for smaller companies, to focus on business units of strategic importance. 

The classic market analysis11 differentiates between cash cows, dead dogs, ques-
tions marks and rising stars, when assessing a company’s units according to their 
value for profit and market share. 

11 See Kumar, D., 2010. Enterprise Growth Strategy: Vision, Planning and Execution. Routledge Publishing.
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Figure 8: BCG Matrix (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

Cash cows are units with high market share in a slow-growing industry.

Dead Dogs are units with low market share in a mature, slow-growing industry.

Question marks are growing rapidly and thus consume large amounts of cash, but 
because they have low market shares they do not generate much cash. Question 
marks must be analysed carefully in order to determine whether they are worth the 
investment required to grow market share.

Rising Stars are units with a high market share in a fast-growing industry. The 
hope is that stars become the next cash cows.
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2.3 Product Life Cycle Analysis

The objective of the product life cycle analysis12 is to assess each product of a 
company according to its technology readiness, level of revenue and perfor-
mance / longevity on the market. In the context of innovation management cate-
gorizing products in this way can serve as a basis for discussions, whether measures 
on innovation development should be intensified or neglected regarding a specific 
product. 

Figure 9: Product Life Cycle Analysis (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

A recently introduced product, for instance, may still require further research and 
development, whereas products which have been on the market for years, neces-
sitate optimization and the input of new technological solutions or should be 
abandoned. In principle, the product life cycle analysis should highlight which 
products are of strategic relevance for the company.

12 See Day, G., 1981. The product life cycle: Analysis and applications issues“, Journal of Marketing, vol 45, pp 60–67.
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The RespiceSME approach to conduct the product life cycle analysis is to let the company 
name its products and place them on the graph depicted in Figure 9. If the company 
has several products, the coach should then propose to prioritize the products by giving 
3 points per product (priority list). Discussions on further developments and measures to 
be pursued should focus on the product(s) with the most points. 

2.4 Technology Portfolio Analysis

This analysis, developed by Werner Pfeiffer13, aims at identifying the potential for 
investment in particular technologies, relevant product and production technolo-
gies according to dissection criteria (e. g. systems, sub-systems, component groups, 
elements, processes).

The approach is to examine together with the company, which technologies could 
potentially create additional benefit and how they could be integrated into the 
company (knowledge-transfer). The graph depicted in Figure 10 provides a a mod-
el of how to gauge technologies according to their relative attractiveness for the 
company, whilst also considering available resources for transfer / absorption.

In order to assess the factors attractiveness and resources the following questions 
should be addressed to the company: 

 � Which technologies / processes do you integrate in your products / services?

 � What are the actual technologies used? (Basis1, Key Enabling2, Leading3,  
Emergent4)? 

 � Which technology can be outsourced? (Potential for Open Innovation)

 � What technologies are of key relevance to your portfolio of products?

 � In which areas do you have strong technology know-how? (patent; out-licensing) 

 � Which resources are available in-house? 

13  Pfeiffer W., Dögl R., 1990. Das Technologie-Portfolio-Konzept zur Beherrschung der Schnittstelle Technik und Unter-
nehmensstrategie. In: Hahn D., Taylor B. (eds) Strategische Unternehmungsplanung / Strategische Unternehmungs-
führung. Physica, Heidelberg.
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In general, this exercise should provide orientation to the company, whether to 
invest internally or outsource the know-how integration (“Open Innovation”). 

The Technology Attractiveness describes the economic and technological advan-
tages which can be achieved strategically through further development in a par-
ticular field.

Figure 10:  Technology Portfolio Analysis after Werner Pfeiffer  
(Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

With the dimension of Resource Strength, the financial resources on one hand, 
and the know-how resources on the other hand, necessary for the realisation of the 
technology potential, are taken into consideration. Whether a certain technology 
is already available in the enterprise and how the company’s technological know-
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how ranks in comparison with competitors, are also important aspects, which 
should be covered in this context. 

The investment fields (Green): indicate high technology attractive-ness is cou-
pled with high resource strength (T1) → the technology thus is worthwhile for 
investment. The company should invest in this technology in order to strengthen 
the competitive position in economically attractive application fields.

The disinvestment field (Red): Low technology attractiveness and low resource 
strength (T2) → the company should not invest in this technology.

The selection fields (Yellow): Two options:

 � High technology attractiveness with low resource strength (T3) → 2 possibili-
ties of actions: 1. Exit because low resources or 2. Extension with high invest-
ment to get the necessary development stage.

 � High resource strength with low technology attractiveness (T4) → this option 
could present a high risk of dysfunctional investment and personal resourc-
es. The further development of technologies that build the basis of numerous 
products and generate high income is directly related to the R&D budget while 
the know-how building in new technologies comes up short. 

2.5	 Identification	of	new	business	fields

You want to make your company more innovative? But you don’t know how to do it 
with your regular portfolio of products? Or you developed several innovations and you 
would like to know which characteristics do they present in relation to market and 
groups of customers? You would also like to know how risky the innovations in your 
portfolio are? The following tool is a mix of the BCG matrix, a growth – share ma-
trix which ranks products on the basis of their relative market shares and growth 
rates, and the product – market matrix, Ansoff Matrix14, which analyses ways to 
grow via existing and future products in established and new markets. 

14 https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_90.htm
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The following version of the matrix is used to identify potential new business 
fields for the company, taking into account the technologies singled out during the 
Technology Portfolio Analysis. 

Figure 11: Product – Technology Matrix (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

The four fields of the matrix relate to: 

A: Actual product / actual technology: This is the starting point of the analysis.

B: Actual product / new technology: This field relies on one actual product that 
is renewed by integrating a new technology. The level of risk here is relatively low 
because the company remains on the same market. 

C: New product / actual technology: This field relies on the development of a 
new product by integrating an actual technology already used by the company. The 
level of risk is here medium because the company enters a new market with a new 
product using existing technology. 
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D: New product / new technology: This field relies on the development of a new 
product by integrating a new technology. The level of risk here is relatively high be-
cause the company enters a completely new market with a new product and using 
a new technology. 

The matrix can be used in two ways: first by mapping existing products and sec-
ondly, by considering possible new products that could be developed by integrat-
ing a new technology. At this stage, the R&D portfolio of the company can be used 
to find ideas for new products. 

The following questions should be taken into consideration together with the 
company: 

 � How could the company improve its chosen products with new (e. g. leading edge or 
emergent) technologies or services for existing markets? 

 � How could they produce new products with existing technology for new markets? 

 � How could the company produce new products with new technologies for (niche) 
markets? 

2.6 Analysis of Opportunities & Threats (SW O & T)

The aim to analyse Opportunities & Threats is to carve out the company’s dispo-
sition regarding larger market and societal trends. The analysis should also serve 
to wrap-up results obtained through the previous analyses on trends, markets, 
products and technologies with the aim to contextualise them within macro-level 
developments.

For the analysis of Opportunities & Threats the following questions should be tak-
en into consideration:

Opportunities

 � Are there new markets, technologies, materials, applications relevant for the 
company?
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 � Which social, political, demographic, life style changes may influence the com-
pany’s disposition?

Threats

 � Are there new technologies, substitutes and / or other reasons, threatening the 
company’s competitiveness?

 � What are the prospective risks from legislation, social, demographic, life style 
changes?

 � What are the prospective customer needs, which cannot be satisfied? 

2.7 Stakeholder Analysis

The stakeholder analysis is the last step of the strategy workshop. Its purpose is to 
illustrate the company’s existing partnerships and to identify new collabora-
tion opportunities. To this end, the company should map its partnerships with 
stakeholders such as suppliers, end-users / customers, competitors and non-pho-
tonics partners of further application fields (e. g. automotive, smart manufactur-
ing, etc.). A stakeholder map, as shown in the graph below, can help with conduct-
ing the analysis and serves to illustrate different stakeholder groups. 

Concerning the company’s innovation management, it is important to depict pos-
sible partners for innovation collaboration, e. g. for European research and devel-
opment projects. Taking up on the results of the stakeholder analysis, for instance, 
a partnership request could be disseminated through the Enterprise Europe Net-
work (see tool 6).
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Figure 12: Partner Radar (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH).

Summary and analysis of results

After the workshop, the cluster manager / business developer or coach, who con-
ducted the strategy workshop should:

 � Prepare a report to be submitted to the company; containing the summary of 
the outcomes of the strategy workshop and recommendations for actions;

 � Set up the 2nd meeting (max. 2 hours) for discussion of the action plan; this 
final meeting focuses on recommendations on external factors, management & 
strategy, organisational factors & promotors (internal personal resources) and 
internal innovation processes.

 � Define concrete measures for implementation and discuss in the 2nd meeting 
which the company wants to focus their efforts on.
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Some examples of recommendations expressed during the workshops of RespiceSME:

 � Weakness in idea creation  building creativity groups 
 � Weakness in design & new product  Use of formalized design methodologies or tools 
for new product development

 � Weakness in competence management  Formation of cross-functional teams to 
perform project-driven activities

 � Weakness in competitive technology intelligence  Use of tools for market survey or 
participate in more trade shows

 � Weakness in project management  Availability of well-defined planning board for 
tracking project process

 � Weakness in knowledge management  Organisation of meetings between senior and 
junior employees to ensure the transfer of knowledge
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Chapter 2:  
From innovation to market –  
enabling photonics SMEs to exploit  
their innovation capacity

How can photonics SMEs exploit their innovation potential better and penetrate 
new markets? The tools included in this chapter provide hands-on methods to 
answer this question. Tool 4 presents the Value Chain Analysis, a methodology 
developed within RespiceSME for preparing the successful market penetration of 
new products. Putting the focus on the specific innovative product or service the 
Value Chain Analysis examines factors (Stakeholders, Technology Readiness Lev-
els (TRLs) and Innovation Potential) relevant to market uptake. Tool 5 and tool 
6 outlines approaches on how to stimulate cross-sectoral and transnational busi-
ness collaborations. Introducing novel matchmaking instruments both tools aim 
at supporting cluster managers with facilitating fruitful and sustainable exchanges 
between photonics and non-photonics SMEs. 

Tool 4:  Assessing opportunities for photonics 
in a non-photonics fields –  
The RespiceSME Value Chain Analysis 

Tool 4 of the RespiceSME toolbox is focused on the development / strategic po-
sitioning of an early stage Photonics product concept. The Value Chain Analy-
sis15 tool is based on three key concepts for product and company assessment: 
Stakeholder Mapping, Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs), and Innovation 
Potential Assessment. The tool focuses on a new Product or Service and is of 
particular benefit for those that are targeting a new market. The method involves 
defining and scoring key factors crucial for success at a very early stage while align-
ing systematic elements essential for growth. Numerical values are assigned to im-

15  © Dr. Gerard O’Connor – NCLA / Laser Labs, School of Physics, National University of Ireland – Galway.
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portant properties, and scores are compiled to indicate where a company should 
consider targeting their efforts. 

The analysis involves five basic stages: 1. Identify the Product, 2. Identify the Stake-
holders, 3. Assess Technology Readiness Levels, 4. Assess the Innovation Potential, 
and 5. Develop the System Model.

Step 1: Identify the Product

Figure 13: Product Types (Source: NUI Galway).

The Product referred to here can take several forms. Depending on the nature of 
the company it may be an idea, an expertise, a service, or a physical product. The 
key at this stage is to get a very deep understanding of what the Product is: how 
how it fits within the expertise of the proposers, how it fits within the identity of 
the company and how the Product fits into the market. 

Starting from the level of the Product, the cluster manager tries to extract how and 
why the Product can meet or exceed expectations when used in specific Applica-
tions, for specific End Users, when addressing specific Societal Challenges. In the 
meantime, the Product is being analysed in terms of Technology Readiness Level 
(TRL), Innovation Potential and where it lies on the ‘S-curve’ associated with the 
uptake of technologies that seeks to explain how, why, and at what rate new ideas 
and technology spread.
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Step 2: Stakeholder Analysis

Once the product has been carefully designed and understood we begin the pro-
cess of identifying who might use the Product. Specifically, we first focus on the 
buyer side of the value chain focussing on Applications, End Users, and the Soci-
etal Challenges to form the basis of a Keyword ‘tree’ that will have the Product 
at its core. 

Figure 14:  Keyword tree for product applications (Source: NUI Galway).

In order to target potential customers based on a specific industry, region, market, 
or sector that is of interest, the cluster manager can use a so-called Custom Search 
Engine (CSE) like the one proposed by Google (cse.google.com) which enables to 
create a search engine to be included into a website. The engine can be configured 
to search both web pages and images. 

On completion of the stakeholder assessment on the buyer side, the analysis for the 
supplier side of the value chain is then in focus; as this is central to the companies’ 
competitiveness a significant trust is required prior to disclosing the technologies. 
Once a stakeholder has been captured a series of questions are posed to assess some 
basic qualities which contribute to a ‘Stakeholder Relevance Score’; e. g. 
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 � Is the Stakeholder aligned with the SME?

 � Will the Stakeholder’s growth and development help the SME and vice versa?

 � Is the relation with the Stakeholder conflicted? Are they involved in  
competition? Likely to usurp the SME themselves?

 � Are they engageable? Is there an easy path to initiating relationship through  
e. g. cluster membership, etc. between the Stakeholder and the SME?

 � Can ongoing connections be easily leveraged?

Stakeholders are then validated by the generation of a simple Value Proposition.

Figure 15:  Stakeholders’ specific value proposition (Source: NUI Galway).

Step 3: Assess Technology Readiness Levels

Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) are estimated based on the Value Proposi-
tion connecting the Stakeholders identified in step 2. TRLs are useful here to show 
which stakeholders can support the risk of using the proposed product and identi-
fy and prioritise next research actions. The TRL for the application (or end-user 
product) is estimated based on whatever information gleaned about the company 
from web-based or industry sources. At this stage, the cluster manager carrying 
out the <value chain analysis is required to provide his “Best Guess” of the TRL 
based on the value proposition. On the buyer side of the value chain, the Value 
Chain Analysis gives highest priority to stakeholders that would use the Product 
at a mid to upper range TRLs (5–8) as they represent the best balance between 
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risk and potential growth. On the supplier side of the value chain, the value chain 
analysis gives the highest priorities to technologies for which the TRLs are at 
the uppermost part of the scale. 

Figure 16: RespiceSME’s TRL assessment (Source: NUI Galway).

Please note that a low score is  a bad outcome as stakeholders are supposed to use 
the Product in an advanced state and that too high a score is also bad because fully 
developed TRL limit the potential for Growth. 

Step 4: Asses the Innovation Potential

The Innovation Potential in this context identifies the most impactful path of the 
Product to be successful or innovative in its sector. RespiceSME has developed an 
Innovation Potential score that assesses several key measures both “Market” and 
the “Technical” attributes of the Product. These indicators have been gathered 
from a broad range of economic theories that all support scalable growth and ap-
propriate timing. 
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Figure 17: Innovation Potential Level (Source: NUI Galway).

The Innovation Potential index is applied to assess the Value Proposition offered 
by each stakeholder to give a general indication of how likely they would benefit 
from using the Product. The Innovation Potential is also scored numerically and 
contributes to an overall scoring of different stakeholders in the value chain.

The aggregated scores for stakeholder relevance, technology readiness and inno-
vation potential are compiled for all the Buyer Stakeholders identified for each 
Application, End User, and Societal Challenge from Step 2. At the end, a compiled 
score for the Product Application is being generated which can help to guide the 
development of the product concept in a specific field.

Step 5: Develop the System Model

The ‘System Model’16 originates from the work of Shtein & Shteyn – Scalable 
Innovation and outlines the key elements that must be in place for scalability of a 
product in line with the S-curve of adoption. The System Model is a ‘blueprint’ 
that shows how all the elements necessary for scalable growth for a product con-
cept can be assembled in a specific system.

This ‘blueprint’ is used in this final stage as a framework within which the top 
ranked stakeholders can be placed to establish an integrated system for the 

16  Eugene Shteyn, Max Shtein. Scalable Innovation: A Guide for Inventors, Entrepreneurs, and IP Professionals. June 4, 
2013 by CRC Press.
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product concept. It is proposed that only integrated systems have the potential for 
sustainable scalable growth along the S-curve. The result of this is a model for the 
entire system around the Product that is based on the inputs of the user and the 
Applications of the Product. Gaps in the System Model represent areas of con-
cern where a key stakeholder is missing; resolving these gaps requires a further 
iteration of the value chain analysis.

Figure 18: System Model (Source: NUI Galway).

The System Model is composed by the following elements:

 � Tool – the key functionality of the product concept

 � Source – the source of materials, energy, information used by product

 � Distribution – the channels by which sources are delivered to tool.

 � Package payloads – discrete packets of materials, energy & information

 � Control – orchestrates interactions between elements in the product

 � Interfaces – integral to system connectivity and product completeness

The scalability of a product should be in line with the S-curve of adoption and the 
System Model enables the growth of a product on the S-Curve. 
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Figure 19: S-Curve of adoption (Source: NUI Galway).

Some examples of System Models:

Example 1: Light Bulb

Figure 20: System Model for Light Bulb (Source: NUI Galway).
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Example 2: iPhone

Figure 21: System model for iPhone (Source: NUI Galway).

Iterative Process

The result from the first round of Value Chain Analysis (VCA) will give the User 
a broad overview of the potential for the Product in a number of diverse ap-
plications. The Stakeholder scores and the regional / sector based searches provide 
an overview of all products potential that can be determined. For a finer compari-
son between potential Applications the VCA can be performed again, focusing in 
on the highest potential Application and the subsequent End Users and Societal 
Challenges. In fact, the entire process can be repeated on an ongoing basis to give 
continued guidance for Product direction. 

Once a Product direction has been settled on by the user the process can be applied 
to the Upstream / Supplier side of the value chain to give a panoramic snapshot of 
what the highest potential version of the new Product would look like.
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RespiceSME Case Studies

Following the initial inception and development of the Value Chain Analysis tool, four in-
dividual case studies were undertaken in order that the tool be tested in the field and 
refined in terms of both content and delivery technique. These case studies were preced-
ed by an Innovation Audit (tool 2), and were accompanied by bilateral Non-Disclosure 
agreements. 

The case studies were to look at the application of the tool for Photonics companies ap-
plying a new product/service to: 1) Manufacturing, 2) Energy/Environment, 3) Transport, 
and 4) Photonics:

1) Manufacturing

A Value Chain Analysis (VCA) was undertaken for a company whose primary business is 
the design and manufacture of laser workstations for research and manufacturing envi-
ronments. The company specialized in micro-scale machining and deposition primarily for 
the microelectronic and photovoltaic industries. The company had been approached by a 
perspective ‘client’ seeking a hybridized manufacturing system for the Medical Device in-
dustry. The company had no previous experience in this field and was seeking some input 
in exploring the implications for them in both the technical requirements and commercial 
potential of this new sector. 

Following a Value Chain Analysis, the company determined that this opportunity was 
worthwhile in pursuing and the VCA was used to determine both technical features of the 
product that would be suited to the sector, as well as in discussions with the client on how 
best to market their new capacities.

2) Energy/Environment

The company is a specialist in the supply and termination of fibre optic cable and accesso-
ries primarily to the communications industry. They are seeking opportunities to diversify 
which do not require a significant investment. A VCA was sought to explore opportunities 
for developing sales channels in alternative industries. The initial focus was for connec-
torised fibre optic cables but additional opportunities were explored that leveraged the 
company’s core competences.

The goal of this VCA was to aid the company in identifying opportunities to diversify their 
target market. They were able to focus on the regional strengths and identified a signifi-
cant number of potential stakeholders in the main local business sector. They were able 
to selectively target the stakeholders that were at an early stage in product development 
who would be most open to incorporation of the company’s Product.

»
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3) Transport

A company specializing in the production of light emitting diodes for lighting and metrol-
ogy applications is seeking an opportunity to leverage their expertise in diodes and diode 
lasers to diversify into a new field of application: automotive Lidar. A Value Chain Analysis 
was undertaken to explore where the potential top markets for this might lie and to iden-
tify the primary stakeholders in the target regions

Ultimately the lack of a clear commitment to the sharing of technical information had a 
negative effect on the VCA. Significant sections of methodology were rendered obsolete 
by poor Product definition. The analysis was successful however in illuminating the sector 
to the company. There was observed to be a large number of potential competitors in 
each region and it was ultimately judged that the automotive Lidar industry was too com-
petitive and alternative opportunities were to be explored. A VCA focusing on the core 
competences of the company would be helpful in identifying which sectors to pursue for 
diversification.

4) Photonics

RespiceSME engaged with an early stage spin off company based around a technical 
breakthrough in the photonic machining of brittle substrates. The technology and its 
implications were still in the early stages of exploration and a Value Chain Analysis was 
undertaken to fully explore the market opportunities that this tech would represent. An 
analysis was undertaken looking at the full value chain: first the downstream or buyer side 
was explored and following the insights gained the upstream or supplier side was devel-
oped to gain a better insight into the early stage development needed.

The company was successful in securing developmental funding as a direct result of the 
improved market awareness and product positioning enabled by the VCA. The company 
would be advised to repeat the VCA process at this stage to reassess direction and chang-
ing market environments.

Summary

An important element of the case study process has been the continual evolution and 
refinement of both the VCA tool and the process of delivering the best results for the com-
pany. Delivering a successful value chain analysis can be a lengthy process but through 
practice it becomes more innate and streamlined. Company specific issues and general 
difficulties have been used to refine the Tool and Process.
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Tool 5:  Stimulating cross-sectorial and  
international business collaborations

Leveraging the cross-sectoral potential of Photonics

As a key enabling technology Photonics can provide disruptive innovation not 
only to traditional application fields such as Manufacturing, but also to many 
other industrial sectors. The development of autonomous driving concepts, for 
instance, relies significantly on LiDAR and other Photonics technology. Never-
theless, in particular small suppliers of Photonics products are not aware of their 
cross-sectoral exploitation potential. In turn SMEs in other sectors often do not 
know of the added-value Photonics could provide to their business or have dif-
ficulties to find partnerships for transferring external technologies or know-how. 
An objective of the RespiceSME project therefore was to bring together Photonics 
and non-photonics stakeholders to support cross-sectoral collaboration. To this 
end, the RespiceSME consortium organised several cross-sectoral workshops and 
developed a matchmaking methodology.

Mapping collaboration potential – The RespiceSME matchmaking 
methodology

The concept for the cross-sectoral workshops was based on the identification of 
concrete collaboration opportunities between stakeholders (i.e. SMEs, R&D 
groups, Tech transfer centres) with different know-how and / or from different 
sectors and countries, but which are engaged in the same value chains.17 

The methodology’s approach is to position stakeholders on a large map, depicting 
each step of a value chain of a specific sector. The aim is to draw potential links 
between SMEs and R&D bodies, which are active in different segments of the 
value chain. This mapping exercise can either be done by stakeholders present in 
the event or by cluster managers, who represent SMEs / stakeholders of a particular 
region and have the mandate to represent them. The overall objective should be 

17  The methodology is thus best applied, when implemented by several cluster managers, which bring together clients 
from matching sectors.
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to leverage (international) collaboration by using sub-ordinated business associ-
ations and clusters as multipliers. Hence, the participation of cluster managers or 
business consultants in the mapping session is a prerequisite. The evaluation of the 
interactive mapping session is then undertaken jointly by the cluster managers or 
representative of other regional business entities. They are responsible for estab-
lishing the contact between SMEs matched during the session.

The methodology is divided into 3 parts:

 � Preparation of materials and information for participants

 � Mapping session

 � Follow-up matchmaking actions

Preparation of materials and information for participants

Although the mapping session is the core part of the methodology, the importance 
of preparing the session should not be disregarded. Since the aim is to generate 
matching actions between participants, it is essential that the mapping does not 
only convey names, but also some key figures of participating entities. Information 
like name of company, country of origin, technologies developed and sectors of 
activity are necessary to have an initial idea if a match between two parties could 
be of mutual benefit. RespiceSME therefore suggests preparing cards with this in-
formation before the actual mapping session, drawing on the inputs received from 
cluster managers (who provided information of their SMEs and organisations) or 
delivered by SMEs upon registration. During the mapping session these so-called 
‘Collaboration Cards’ are being being placed on wall posters or maps developed 
for the session. 

Preparation of maps for mapping sessions

The maps first and foremost should depict the value chain(s) concerned in the 
matchmaking. For example, RespiceSME defined a value chain, which includes 
all kind of stakeholders, from idea creation and research to market and which 
can be used as model: R&D | Technology Transfer | Components manufacturing | 
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modules manufacturing | Systems manufacturing | Engineering & Integration |  
Distribution

This abstract classification basically can be applied to any sector. Adjustments or 
specifications can be inserted, depending on the sector concerned and the overall 
focus of the event. The poster developed for the RespiceSME’s mapping sessions 
on collaborations in the automotive sector (see graph below) may serve as an illus-
tration of how the structure and design of such a poster / map might look. 

Figure 22: Mapping Session – Value Chain (Source: SECPhO).

For this particular mapping session RespiceSME used a chart divided by two axes; 
One axis, depicting the value chain and the other axis, depicting different types of 
photonics technologies, which were further sub-divided by areas of application 
(i.e. 2 areas for the automotive sector: “technology applied in the car” and ,”in the 
manufacturing process”). Setting-up a poster, ergo map with a different focus tech-
nology to photonics, certainly requires adjustment of the categories and possibly 
also a revised structuring of the value chain steps. 
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Moreover, posters that comprise other areas relevant for the matchmaking could 
be added; for example a poster featuring a more detailed categorization of tech-
nology types. 

Figure 23: Mapping Session – Technology Fields (Source: SECPhO).

Also posters on the geographic localisation of a company’s main markets and on 
markets / countries they would like to enter could reveal relevant insights for the 
matchmaking. 
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Figure 24: Mapping Session – Target Markets (Source: SECPhO).

Follow-up matchmaking actions

Once the mapping session is concluded, the follow-up should be taken up by the 
cluster managers of the mapping session.

This task involves 4 steps:

1. Analysing the maps in order to identify possible matchings between SMEs 
and / or other stakeholders along the value chain, e. g. matching stakeholders 
active in technology transfer with manufacturers and manufacturers with inte-
grators and distributors.

 3 types of possible connections can be identified:

 − Technology transfer connections: These are connections between technology 
centres and manufacturers at different levels (components, modules and 
systems).

 − Integration connections: These are connections between companies dedicat-
ed to engineering and integration of systems in the industry and manufac-
turers at different levels (components, modules and systems).
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 − Sales connections: These are connections between companies dedicated to 
sales and distribution and manufacturers at different levels (components, 
modules and systems).

 It is recommended to do the matching of participants by consulting all cluster 
managers / business consultants involved in the organisation of the mapping 
session. The information on matched partners should be shared with all organ-
isers in order to coordinate and ensure a smooth implementation of step 2. 

2. Requesting SMEs or other stakeholders which are involved in a matching op-
portunity to detail their profile, using Business and Technology profiles (see 
tool 6). Depending on the type of collaboration they seek, they may choose 
between filling out a Business and Technology Offer or Request or a Partner 
Search Request for a collaborative Research or Pilot project. The filling-out of 
the profiles ideally should be coordinated and supported by a cluster manager / 
business consultant responsible for the stakeholders’ region of origin. 

3. Establishing contact between partners identified for a possible cooperation 
match through the exchange of profiles prepared in step 2. Here again, it is 
best to facilitate the exchange of profiles through cluster managers / business 
consultants concerned. 

4. Following-up on results of the matchmaking action. This step aims at evaluat-
ing the impact of the mapping sessions. It requires the organisers of the event 
to follow up the collaboration partners identified during the mapping session 
two to three months later and to inquire if the cooperation has been realised 
yet. 

In contrast to classic matchmaking approaches, which usually bring together only 
stakeholders with an initial interest in cooperating with each other, this is an op-
portunity to open up new avenues for possible partnerships. Nevertheless, the 
success of the mapping sessions, of course, relies on the willingness of identified 
partners to actually cooperate. Here the role of the cluster managers or business 
consultants as mediators is of particular significance. 
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The RespiceSME case

For the cross-sectoral cluster meeting organised in the RespiceSME project, the organis-
ers established 3 value chains for the mapping sessions:

Map 1. Value Chain of Photonic technologies applied to Energy & Environment
The aim of this map was to identify the possible links of collaboration between cluster 
members, mainly SMEs, in different areas of the chosen markets: Energy & Environment. 
The selected areas were:

 � Energy efficiency
 � Biomass
 � Biogas
 � Photovoltaic technology
 � Wind Power
 � Safety, maintenance & energy rehabilitation
 � Drinking water quality
 � Industrial water quality

Map 2. Value Chain of Photonic technologies applied to Transport
In this case, the purpose was the same but considering photonics technologies that can 
be applied both to manufacturing vehicles and to be used inside the vehicles. They were 
divided into two types of end markets:

SMART MOBILITY & CONNECTED TRANSPORT
 � Sensing & Imaging 
 � Connectivity
 � Screens & projectors
 � Advanced Lighting 

CAR, TRAIN, AIRPLANE MANUFACTURING
 � Laser Systems 
 � Sensing & Imaging 
 � Connectivity

Map 3. Value Chain of Photonic technologies applied to Manufacturing
The last map looked at photonics technologies applied to manufacturing. In this case, 
the decision was made to narrow the focus of the value chain towards different types of 
applications in manufacturing. The selected applications were:

 � Automation
 � Quality Control
 � Laser cutting & welding
 � Additive manufacturing & 3D printing
 � Computer vision & augmented reality
 � Metrology & inspection
 � Chemical analysis
 � Micromachining & nanofabrication
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Tool 6:  Technology / Business / Knowledge  
Transfer – Brokerage Events and  
Business & Technology profiles 

SMEs often fail to recognise that collaboration may enhance their business prop-
osition or help them to overcome a challenge in their business. Collaboration has 
been shown to enhance many factors in business: Profitability; Sales growth; Profit 
growth; Enhanced customer satisfaction; Productivity; Product quality; Product de-
velopment rate and innovation. 

Advances in Information and Communications Technologies have paved the way 
for businesses to be far more global in operation and markets. Demands on inter-
nal responsibilities, keeping on top of orders and organisational responsibilities 
often mean that many SMEs struggle to find the time to actively look for partners 
or attend trade shows to see where mutual interests may lie.

The tools for Technology Transfer used within RespiceSME were trialled to as-
sess which offered the best collaboration opportunities across the EU and which 
would appeal more to busy SMEs. The tools implemented were:

 � Collaboration Corner

 � Structured presentation with keynote speakers and 1-1 sessions

 � Business & technology profiles online & dissemination with partners

Collaboration Corner

Time is too precious for SMEs to be able to dedicate the time to send staff to phys-
ically attend all relevant trade shows and events. 

The ‘Collaboration Corner’ is a useful tool for providing collaborative opportu-
nities and business exposure to contacts without the need for travel. Essentially 
companies submit a profile and have it displayed on a board at an event and follow 
up connections are made by the organisers after the event. 
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Figure 25: Collaboration corner format (Source: KTN).

The ideal requirements

1. Utilise a booth at a trade show, or exhibition space or a dedicated corner of an 
event which has good footfall and visibility in order to get maximum impact 
in delegates attending being able to see and browse profiles;

2. Use several poster boards to hold each profile and a receptacle to be placed 
underneath each profile to allow delegates at the show / conference / event to 
leave a business card to be connected to the profile after the event. 

3. Create a template for contacts to use so that it creates a consistent format for 
delegates to be able to browse relevant sections more easily. The template used 
for RespiceSME is shown below but can be adapted depending on brokerage 
requirements. 

4. Make the connections to each profile after the event and follow-up the intro-
ductions a few weeks later to see if any successful outcomes have emerged.
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5. Further dissemination of profiles can be achieved after the event by sending 
profiles to known contacts that might be interested in the profile. 

Figure 26: Matchmaking Contact Template (Source: KTN).

Top tips from RespiceSME case 

 � Do not display profiles too low on the board as they won’t be read!
 � Number each profile and number business cards in the receptacles at the end of the 
session or at the end of each day to avoid confusion and ease follow up and metrics; 

 � Focussing a collaboration corner around a particular funding call or topic has been 
shown to yield optimum results. 

Structured presentation with keynote speakers  
and 1-1 sessions

Structured presentation sessions in trade shows are renowned for creating an op-
portunity for questions and partnerships. Locating a new topic within a trade 
show that has cross sectoral opportunities can offer additionality for targeting 
partnerships with potential end users, particularly for enabling and emerging tech-
nology applications. 
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The ideal requirements

1. Target a trade show which has potential for cross sectoral benefits and that it 
is possible to structure a speaking session with presentations demonstrating 
application and innovation in the sector.

2. Set up an online brokerage registration site for speakers and delegates to book 
1-1 sessions ahead of the event. An example of brokerage registration is meet-
ing mojo (http://www.meeting-mojo.com), which is easy to use and to set up 
and enables event attendees to pre-arrange business partnering meetings on-
line. It is versatile enough to slot into conference, exhibition or brokerage event 
formats.

 Step 1 – Create event details

 

 Step 2 – Add timings for each session

 

http://www.meeting-mojo.com
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 Step 3 – Add location options for meetings

 
 Figure 27: Meeting Mojo Setup Process (Source: http://www.meeting-mojo.com/).

 At this point the setup is complete and the meeting mojo can be made live. It is 
also possible to import a list of potential delegates or to send the link for mojo 
to a wide database of contacts.

 A more detailed overview of how to set up meeting mojo can be found here 
http://info.meeting-mojo.com/mm_slideshow.pdf 

3. Establish an area for 1-1 sessions outside of the presentation area where booked 
meetings can take place;

4. Establish a rota for the 1-1 sessions and display booked slots for each table to 
ensure that participants know to vacate the table in time for the next booking. 

Top tips from RespiceSME case 

 � Make sure that the conference or trade show is not running its own brokerage session 
as this might impact on 1-1 sessions take up at the event; 

 � Explore all types of online brokerage tools and assess which one fits best, there are 
many different online tools available at varying costs and ease of use; 

 � Plan brokerage well ahead of structured presentation session to enhance potential 
uptake. 

http://info.meeting-mojo.com/mm_slideshow.pdf
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 Business & Technology profiles online &  
dissemination with partners

A further very valuable tool for Technology Transfer is provided by the European 
Network ‘Enterprise Europe Network’ (EEN) which provides a global profile da-
tabase, ‘Merlin’ (http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/), with more than 12.000 profiles 
for technology, business and R&D offers and requests. This database is being 
used to identify and find suitable collaboration opportunities across Europe. 

The database is accessible for free. Subscription to receive alerts on new requests 
and offers is anytime possible. 

Types of partnering opportunities

To better match the expectations of the SMEs, 3 different types of profiles have 
been elaborated:

1. Technology Offer vs. Business Offer

 − A Technology Offer is used when a company has a technology or expertise to 
sell to or share with another company.

 − A Business Offer is used when a company intends to expand its business 
and is looking for partners by offering its business expertise or products to 
others.

2. Technology Request vs. Business Request

 − A Technology Request is used when a company is looking to partner with 
another company to fulfil a need or expertise.

 − A Business Request is used when a company intends to expand its business 
and is looking for partners by requesting for particular types of business 
partners / products.

http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/
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3. Cooperation for Research & Development (H2020 projects)

This type of profile is used when a company is looking for a partnering opportunity 
or funding for a research project.

The ideal requirements

1. Use a template such as EEN or adopt the ones used under RespiceSME 
(http://respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/business-technology-profiles/) to 
help SMEs to create profiles with offers or requests for partnerships;

2. Use networks to disseminate profiles;

3. Use a website to locate all profiles.

Top tips from RespiceSME case 

 � Use newsletters to promote profiles to partners and networking organisations to 
further disseminate profiles;

 � Work with existing contacts to gain initial profiles; 
 � Promote success stories to contacts to show the benefits of collaboration.

http://respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/business-technology-profiles/
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Chapter 3:  
Bridging the “Valley of Death” –  
Enablers to raise the competitiveness  
of photonics SMEs

Access to research, skilled personal and finance are fundamental for the lasting suc-
cess of SMEs. Especially for start-ups a lack of sufficient access to these resources 
poses a serious threat to business operations. To equip cluster managers with in-
struments and advice to help start-ups to overcome the symbolic “Valley of Death” 
of dried-up resources and to provide them as well as established SMEs with useful 
innovation support RespiceSME developed a package of tools. Tool 7 outlines 
how to facilitate access to Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs) for 
SMEs. Delivering approaches on how to establish fruitful connections between 
Industry and Academia, ensuring innovation is put at the centre of education in 
photonics and SMEs as well as students benefit from mutual exchange is the main 
emphasis of tool 8. In tool 9 and 10 the focus is on access to finance. Tool 9 outlines 
the Regional Smart Specialization Process (RIS3) and explains how cluster man-
agers may use the process to effectively advocate for policy support of photonics 
(or of other high-tech sectors). Tool 10 provides an overview of public and private 
financing and funding opportunities for SMEs. 

Tool 7:  Research as a resource for innovation 
building – Methodology for easy  
access to Research and Technology  
Organisations (RTOs) and SMEs 

A significant factor for the innovative capacity of competent and competitive 
SMEs is the access to state-of-the-art know-how and research infrastructures. Such 
access is instrumental in the development of new products, processes and servic-
es; it can enrich an SME’s technology and product portfolio and correspondingly 
increase market penetration and turnover. However, targeted Research and Devel-
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opment (R&D) activities, covering the whole value chain of the products / services 
developed are costly to maintain and lengthy to develop for an SME. Thus, in most 
cases, companies, and in particular SMEs, lack the necessary funds and personnel 
to support a specialised or fully functional R&D department. This may have severe 
consequences on product commercialisation and company growth, and impede 
their ability to adapt to the constantly changing demands of the market and ad-
dress Europe’s major societal challenges.

On the other hand, Europe has a large number of very successful Research and 
Technology Organisations (RTOs) that effectively focus their research on Key En-
abling Technologies including Photonics. However, in most cases only academics 
have access to these research efforts and a wide gap exists between the work of 
RTOs and SMEs needing relevant technological support. RTOs often, unfortu-
nately, lack the needed resources in terms of personnel and business plan devel-
opment to adapt and offer their high impact know-how to SMEs and others for 
supporting them in reaching the market, while keeping related risks low. 

Therefore a pairing between these two entities (RTOs and SMEs) on the basis of a 
common agenda of know-how transfer would indeed be beneficial for both parties 
involved. In specific regions or regarding certain RTOs such a pairing has been 
realised with many successful emerging benefits. However, overall and throughout 
Europe the access of SMEs to RTOs needs to be further enabled and reinforced. 

The RespiceSME consortium examined the main obstacles impeding the access of 
photonics SMEs to RTOs. On basis of the analysis’ results, RespiceSME formulat-
ed a methodology aimed at helping SMEs and RTOs alike in finding new avenues 
for cooperation. 

Approach

The two main players in SME-RTO collaboration obviously are SMEs in the role 
of the “facility seeker” and RTOs in the role of the “facility provider”. In many 
cases the two sides can have quite a different view on the characteristics of their 
collaboration, e.  g. concerning communication protocols, the desired outcome, 
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the obstacles that impede it and eventually also on possible solutions to overcome 
them. Here cluster managers or business consultants can play a significant role as 
mediators between the two parties. 

As a first step, building the basis for extending and strengthening RTO-SME collab-
oration, it is important to gather the views of both parties in order to determine cur-
rent conditions, to identify liaison points and, most importantly, to highlight good 
practices. The actions adopted within RespiceSME (schematically depicted in Fig-
ure 28 below) thus involved the collection of input from SMEs and RTOs through 
questionnaires and expert interviews conducted by the RespiceSME partners. 

Figure 28: Methodology development approach (Source: FORTH).

The questionnaire developed by RespiceSME addresses SMEs and focuses on 
three aspects: the type of assistance required by the SME, an assessment of pre-
vious experience of access to a RTO and requirements for potential future in-
volvement of the SME with RTOs. 
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Interviews with RTOs allow enquiring on the availability of their facilities and 
expertise for SMEs. The list of questions conceived by RespiceSME is addressed 
to RTO director / senior personnel and concerns issues such as specific policies 
and funding schemes to facilitate SME access as well as major benefits and hin-
drances emerging from the collaboration. Furthermore, the handling of sensitive 
issues such as IP Rights management, technology disclosure agreements and con-
flict of interest are discussed. 

The RespiceSME RTO questionnaire, provided below, shall serve serve cluster 
managers or business consultants as a general guide on how to facilitate a short 
discussion with the RTO director / representative on RTO-SME collaboration. 
The questionnaire must not be handled like interview questions to be answered 
one by one. 

Questionnaire:

1. Does your organisation’s mission foresee facility access for photonic industrial 
users? If so, are there predefined policies encouraging collaboration with in-
dustry? Please mention any specific policies or mechanisms within your organ-
isation encouraging this goal, while being specifically focused on the access of 
Photonics SMEs. 

2. When establishing collaboration with Photonics SMEs, which of the two 
parties is most likely responsible for the first contact? Does your organisation 
facilitate specific enquiry channels or promotion protocols to foster such inter-
actions?

3. Please name up to three major benefits for your organization arising from pro-
viding access to Photonics SMEs. Describe, accordingly, incurring barriers that 
emerge from this type of access facilitation. 

4. Photonics SMEs seek access to an RTO mainly for one of the following rea-
sons: contractors, acquiring Intellectual Property, know how transfer, infra-
structure access, training and certification1. Please indicate which of the above 
services are provided by your organisation and comment on whether a specific 
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type of access is considered more beneficial and productive for your organisa-
tion and / or the SME. 

5. Please provide an indicative ratio figure of collaboration with returning SME 
users versus access for first time users. Do you establish long term collabora-
tions with SMEs that have accessed your facilities?

6. Please offer a statistical estimation of the successful outcome of SME-RTO 
collaboration. Can you comment on and if possible quantify the impact of 
SME-RTO collaboration on the SME’s performance on issues such as patent-
ing, new product development and growth? 

7. How does your organisation handle sensitive issues that may occur within such 
a type of interaction, e. g. IP Rights management (forward and backward know-
how definition), technology disclosure agreements and conflict of interest? 

8. What are the main funding schemes that enable access of Photonics SMEs to 
your RTO? From your experience please describe the impact of facility fees in 
the access of industrial users in your organisation. Do you adopt alternative 
funding policies for easing the access of SMEs to your facility premises? 

9. Can you describe in brief, major hurdles that may impede the access of SMEs 
to RTOs? Please provide any general comments / thoughts on how to further 
assist SMEs access to RTOs. 

Proposed measures to assist SME access to RTOs

On the basis of the answers collected within RespiceSME the following aspects 
were identified as hindering a closer cooperation between RTOs and SMEs: 

 � Lack of information

 − Lack of detailed, accurate information on RTO competences 

 − Difficulty to engage with an RTO from a different sector
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 � Communication barriers

 − Collaboration mostly takes place with RTOs located in SMEs’ region / 
country, they are oblivious of valuable expertise available in pan-European 
level

 − Lack of common rhythm / mentality 

 − RTOs favour collaboration with large scale companies

 � Limited availability of tools

 − IP handling issues 

 − Lack of funding 

 − Collaboration mainly for low TRLs far from commercialization 

Based on the obstacles identified above, RespiceSME developed a roadmap to im-
prove SME access to RTOs, involving three main actions as depicted in figure 29. 
In the context of RespiceSME these actions were targeted at photonics RTOs and 
SMEs. However, given that RTO-SME collaboration is not only relevant for in-
novation in photonics, but also for other areas, where new product development is 
strongly linked to research, the roadmap applies for other contexts, too. 

Figure 29: Methodology to facilitate SME access to RTOs (Source: FORTH).

The following recommendations concern first and foremost measures to be imple-
mented by RTOs and / or SMEs. Nevertheless, cluster managers and business con-
sultants can provide support in many of the aspects described below, in particular 
through acting as mediators between SMEs and RTOs.
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Spread Information 

RTO competence database 

A web based, user friendly database of competences of European RTOs is required. 
The database should be addressed to an SME audience and include short and to 
the point information on the expertise, facilities and services each RTO can pro-
vide. The information requires regularly updating by the RTOs, while additional 
information such as contact persons and funding options should also be included. 

Such an RTO competence database could be generated and / or coordinated by a 
cluster or regional business hub. Even if resources are not available for the main-
tenance of such a database, clusters could provide the necessary platform, e. g. on 
their online portal. Generally, cluster managers, given that they usually dispose of 
a large network, can play an important role in scouting cooperation opportunities 
and facilitating the exchange between RTOs and SMEs. 

The RespiceSME consortium collected information on the RTOs active in partners’ coun-
tries. Comprising more than 450 RTOs, the list primarily covers the photonics sector, but 
includes RTOs from other sectors where photonics penetrates or find end-users such as 
transport, energy/environment and manufacturing as well. It can be downloaded from the 
RespiceSME website: http://www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/tools/ 

RTOs services dissemination and SME access point

RTOs should actively disseminate their expertise, facilities and services through 
available information channels including newsletters, social media and events with 
industry participation (exhibitions, fairs etc.). Furthermore, each RTO should 
have a SME access point that can act as a first contact, efficiently handling SME 
enquiries and forwarding service seekers to the corresponding expert.  Additionally, 
the access point should be responsible for keeping in touch with SME clients and 
execute a well-defined feedback process to identify good practices but also prob-
lems within previous collaborations. 

http://www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/tools/
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Organisation of events for raising Awareness  
(open days for industry) at a pan-European level

A very successful initiative at a pan European level is the European Researchers’ 
night18 that is organised on the same date each year in research institutions across 
Europe. The aim is to motivate and inspire the youth to enjoy, understand and pur-
sue science and technology by connecting with outstanding scientists and learning 
about breakthrough innovations. A similar event organised by RTOs with SME / 
industrial representatives as target audience and different content could render 
equal success. An open day for industry in institutions all around Europe at a pre-
determined date could become a yearly tradition, allowing for fruitful discussions 
and exchange of ideas between RTOs and SMEs.

Assist Communication 

Personnel exchange / training 

Intense interaction between RTO and SME representatives can help synchronise 
their activities and build trust in each other. This can be achieved via study visits, 
through which RTOs and SMEs have the opportunity to present their expertise 
and requirements. Furthermore, training of personnel within the premises of the 
opposite party can educate RTO representatives in business aspects and provide 
SME representatives with new skills required to deploy innovative technologies. 
Overall, personnel exchange can deepen cooperative relations and provide individ-
uals with valuable experience.

Regional Photonics RTO team as emissary to  
European / other sector RTOs

It is clearly documented that a regional focus exists in the SME-RTO collabora-
tion, which in many cases has resulted in the establishment of long term partner-
ships where the two parties understand and trust each other. In order to facilitate 
the access of SMEs to RTOs across Europe, a regional RTO team could act as an 

18 https://ec.europa.eu/research/mariecurieactions/about/european-researchers-night_en
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emissary to RTOs from other sectors on behalf of a SME. Such a regional RTO 
team could be attached to a cluster or local business hub, for example. The team 
should have a good knowledge of the regional SMEs and at the same time have 
the know-how, networks of stakeholders and communication channels to initiate 
discussions with other photonics / non photonics RTOs for solving a particular 
problem faced by a SME requesting its service. The output could be much more 
productive rather than the SME trying to establish collaborations on its own. An 
added benefit in establishing such a practise would be a boost in collaboration 
among different RTOs, especially from different sectors which is in many cases a 
prerequisite, especially for projects at higher Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs).

Provide Tools 

Independent advisory services to SMEs

In many cases, SMEs acknowledge the need for external assistance in their prod-
uct / service development process. However, they can be reluctant to proceed due 
to unfamiliarity with the requirements of such a process and in fear of the risk in-
volved. An independent advisory service could assist SMEs in executing a tested 
and validated business model for collaboration. The advisory team could provide 
valuable assistance in issues such as assessment of new technologies; identifying 
the best suited RTO; evaluate the investment budget and potential risks; advice 
on IP handling and moderate initial meetings to facilitate a smooth evolution of 
the collaboration. 

Funding tools

The access of SMEs to RTOs strongly relies on access to finance. A number of 
SME specific European funding calls have been proven very successful; however 
additional targeted actions are required aiming specifically at SME-RTO collabo-
ration. Good Best Practices are the One-stop-shop projects (e. g. ACTPHAST19, 

19 http://www.actphast.eu/
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Smarter-SI20, NFFA Europe21, ePIXfab22) funded under European Funding Pro-
gramme Horizon 2020 and previous Research and Innovation programmes. These 
types of projects address many of the challenges in the SME-RTO collaboration 
and have proven to result in successful partnerships. The endorsement of similar 
additional actions covering a wide range of application fields and also including 
RTOs from different sectors could be instrumental in the promotion of SME-
RTO collaboration. Furthermore, funding tools aiming to facilitate collaboration 
between a SME in a less developed region with a RTO in a more developed region 
and vice versa can contribute in eliminating region specific discrepancies. Finally, 
the endorsement at European level of a similar scheme to the innovation voucher 
available in some countries could facilitate access of SMEs to top level services and 
infrastructures regardless of their geographic location. 

Promote and reward good practices in RTO-SME collaboration 

Access of SMEs to RTOs has been in many cases extremely beneficial for both par-
ties involved. The identification and advertising of such collaborations can greatly 
encourage other SME / RTOs to overcome any initial hesitation and assume part-
nerships. It can also act as a guide on the required steps and attitude in fostering 
such an alliance and handing any obstacles that exist. Such publicity would also 
be advantageous for the SME and RTO involved, while the establishment of a 
reward / prize can act as an incentive towards further actions.

20 https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/smarter-si/
21 http://www.nffa.eu/
22 http://epixfab.eu/
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Tool 8:  Human capital as resource –  
Aligning education with innovation

Access to skilled personnel through photonics education  
and training programmes

In photonics, just as in any other (high-tech) area, access to skilled personnel is 
of key importance for companies seeking to maintain and grow their innovative 
potential. A sound education in photonics not only ensures employees excel at 
executing their job, but also are able to keep track of current technological devel-
opments and implement new ideas. 

One objective of RespiceSME was thus to examine the skills photonics SMEs seek in 
employees and to assess how educational curricula can satisfy their demands. On basis 
of the project findings, RespiceSME collected examples, which can serve as guidelines 
for Academia, Industry and related stakeholders. The following approach is embed-
ded into the context of photonics, but can be also applied in other fields, considering 
their general agenda of promoting a stronger linkage of education with innovation. 

Industry expectations regarding employees’ skills

RespiceSME conducted a survey on the expectations of the industry regarding 
skills and knowledge of their (future) employees. The aim was not only to deter-
mine which skills are of primary importance to industry, but to look for models 
and solutions how to better integrate the learning of these skills in academic and 
corporate trainings. 

The survey contained the following questions:

1. Which type of education do the employees in your company have or is needed in 
your company?

2. Which kind of knowledge do you think is important?

3. What skills do you think are important? 
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The results of the survey showed that besides photonics fundamentals, knowl-
edge in optical metrology, fibre optics, laser technology, etc. entrepreneurs also 
considered knowledge on product development to be very important. Moreover, 
self-management and organisational skills are ranked very high, as demonstrated 
in the graphs below. 

Figure 30: Type of education sought by employers (Source: PhotonicSweden).

Figure 31: Knowledge considered important by employers (Source: PhotonicSweden).
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Figure 32: Skills rendered important by employers (Source: PhotonicSweden).

Entrepreneurship training programmes

Another line of action in RespiceSME was to identify successful initiatives from 
universities or companies regarding ‘innovation training’. Concepts of integrating 
innovation practices into the academic curricula were “in the focus as well as the 
establishment of fruitful exchanges with companies”. To this end, RespiceSME in-
vited representatives from Industry and Academia to present their approach on 
“Aligning education with innovation” in a workshop dedicated to this topic. 

The workshop discussed tools and measures, which are used for establishing and / 
or improving the interaction between Academia and Industry. 

One Best Practice example presented was for universities to offer special entrepre-
neurship courses to technology students and have representatives from industry 
as guest speakers. Another interesting approach fosters the integration of success-
ful entrepreneurs into the university ecosystem through offering graduates the 
possibility to get a free coaching by a business angel. 

Study visits to companies for graduate students organised by local photonics 
cluster are another example of best practice in the realm of innovation education. 
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The aim of the programme is to familiarise the students with the demands of in-
dustry before they graduate, while showing employment opportunities in the re-
gion. Similar innovation concepts can be found throughout Europe. It should be 
highlighted that some of these programmes have not been exclusively established 
by universities or companies bilaterally, but through the initiative and mediation 
of a cluster. As a hub for companies and institutions of secondary educations alike, 
the role of regional networks in facilitating educational partnerships is significant. 

More good practice examples of programmes, aligning successfully education with 
innovation can be discovered on the RespiceSME website23. 

Database of education programmes – Access to skilled 
personnel through photonics education and training 
programmes

Given to their size, which often corresponds with a rather low public profile, SMEs 
have sometimes difficulties finding suitable personnel with a specialisation in pho-
tonics. Also, they often lack resources for identifying relevant training opportuni-
ties for their staff.

In order to facilitate the access for SMEs to skilled personnel RespiceSME elabo-
rated a brochure of current photonics courses, to be downloaded on the Respic-
eSME website www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/tools/. 

SMEs can use the brochure to find universities and institutes to collaborate with, 
e.  g. for posting job offers and recruiting potential employees among graduates. 
Students in turn can use the brochure to find suitable education and training pro-
grammes in photonics. The brochure contains courses for the following countries: 
France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Spain, Lithuania, UK, Austria and Sweden24; 
and information on the city of location, programme focus, certificates, bachelor 
masters and doctoral degrees. 

23  www.respice-sme.eu/news-events/news/news/best-practices-of-academic-innovation-support-programmes-presen-
ted-at-the-respicesme-workshop-on-al/ 

24  The brochure developed within RespiceSME builds upon the overview of Masters and PhD programmes in Photonics 
produced within the EU Horizon2020 project “Photonics4All”.

http://www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/tools/
http://www.respice-sme.eu/news-events/news/news/best-practices-of-academic-innovation-support-programmes-presented-at-the-respicesme-workshop-on-al/
http://www.respice-sme.eu/news-events/news/news/best-practices-of-academic-innovation-support-programmes-presented-at-the-respicesme-workshop-on-al/
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Best Practice of RespiceSME –  
Workshop for aligning education with innovation 

The activities undertaken in RespiceSME have shown that there is a real need for bringing 
together different players active in the field of education and innovation. The organisation 
of common activities, like the workshop on “Aligning education with innovation” helps to 
establish new collaborations of Industry and Academia representatives who otherwise 
would not meet. Furthermore, successful initiatives of spreading innovation knowledge 
and skills already established at universities as well as in companies have been demon-
strated. These initiatives can serve as guideline examples for initiating innovation trainings 
and cooperation among Academia and Industry. Regional networks such as clusters or 
business associations can play a significant role in initiating collaboration and facilitating 
workshops or common projects in this regard. 

Tool 9: Policy support for innovation 

This tool outlines the support schemes of European Regional Policies targeted at 
bolstering the innovation potential of SMEs. Analysing the process of policy for-
mulation, the tool aims to provide guidelines for cluster managers and business 
consultants on how to advocate effectively for political support of (photonics) 
SMEs. Examples of selected countries are presented, which can serve as Best Prac-
tice for positively impacting regional policies in favour of SMEs. Especially for 
high-tech technologies like photonics political support is essential, since large in-
vestments are needed for high-risk innovation. Clusters may not be able to provide 
financial support, but they can act as influencers on the political level. Moreover 
they can help SMEs in finding the adequate funding programme and assist in the 
application process. The tool, therefore, also touches upon how to provide guid-
ance for SMEs, so they can benefit from regional policy. 

National / Regional Innovation Strategies for  
Smart Specialisation (RIS3)

The basis for political support of innovation in the framework of the European Re-
gional Strategy is the so-called RIS3 process. The Regional Innovation Strategies 
for Smart Specialisation (RIS3) are part of the ‘Europe 2020’ Growth Strategy of 
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the European Union25. RIS3 are integrated, place-based economic transformation 
agendas with sound monitoring and evaluation systems. They draw on empirical 
evidence, targeting technologies and specialisations, which are main drivers of the 
economy in the respective country or region. The key targets of the RIS3 strategies 
are:

 � to focus policy support and investments on key national / regional priorities, 
challenges and needs for knowledge-based development;

 � to build on each country’s / region’s strengths, competitive advantages and po-
tential for excellence;

 � to support technological as well as practice-oriented innovation and to stimu-
late private sector investment;

 � to get stakeholders fully involved and to encourage innovation and experimen-
tation. 

Moreover, Smart Specialisation Strategies shall ensure a more efficient use of the 
European Structural Investment Funds (ESIF). European Member States’ Regions 
can only benefit from ESIF financing, if they draft a Smart Specialisation Strategy 
and pass the RIS3 process. The aim is to set out a roadmap for strengthening na-
tional or regional assets and capabilities and to concentrate resources on a limited 
set of research and innovation priorities. Thus, the strategy has to be based on a 
SWOT analysis, outlining measures to stimulate research, technology and devel-
opment in areas the region excels in.

Besides the results of the SWOT analysis, also insights on the state of the region’s 
innovation policy gathered in an entrepreneurial discovery process (EDP) flow 
into the strategy. The EDP brings together participants from different back-
grounds (policy, business, academia, etc.) with the goal to initiate a bottom-up 
process of cross-disciplinary discovery and sharing of information on innovation 
policy, while identifying potential new activities and opportunities. It is then the 
task of policymakers to assess outcomes and ways to facilitate the realisation of this 
potential in the coming years. 

25 http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/informat/2014/smart_specialisation_en.pdf
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Encouraging the inclusive participation of all key stakeholders from a certain re-
gion, the EDP is a rare opportunity for cluster managers to take part in the formu-
lation of future RIS3 priorities and to influence the focus of regional innovation 
policy. As the RIS3 determines the allocation of funding in a region, it should be of 
outmost importance for clusters to get involved in the EDP or to provide strategic 
support to SMEs represented in the EDP. 

Best Practice: French Cluster OpticsValley

Concerning the involvement of SMEs and clusters in the RIS3 process, the French cluster 
OpticsValley can serve as best practice example. OpticsValley issued a policy paper on 
Photonics in the Paris Region in summer 2016. The cluster thereupon was invited to take 
part in four working groups set up by the Paris Region with the aim to review and contrib-
ute to the region’s innovation policy and R&D strategy. Since photonics was not identified 
as a sector of major interest in the Parisian R&D strategy, OpticsValley offered to manage 
a strategic committee to work on the redefinition of the R&D strategy of the region. One 
of the cluster’s successes within this regional lobbying was to obtain a one-stop-shop for 
photonics at the regional council (Conseil Régional d’Île de France). 

Finally, OpticsValley coordinated a project funded under the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund (ERDF) in 2016 and 2017, providing financial support to SMEs in the photonics 
sector. On a national level, the cluster is working on a roadmap for manufacturing and is 
setting up working groups with representative companies from this sector.

The RIS3 process is an opportunity for photonics SMEs and photonics clusters 
to assume a strategic position in their region and get access to European regional 
policy funding. However, since the process is very complex and time consuming, 
especially smaller SMEs avoid being involved in the process. Photonics clusters 
along with RTOs and policy makers should thus support them in this process, 
ensuring that smart specialisation strategies are implemented for maximum eco-
nomic development. 

Moreover, the experience in France provides a Best Practice example for regions in 
which photonics are not an explicit RIS3 priority area by showing the potential of 
light technologies and their numerous application markets. This has led to a closer 
cooperation with the regional representative authority, which is now more aware 
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of the photonics industry potential, and more willing to consider photonics in 
regional funding schemes. 

It is thus highly recommended for any cluster aiming to support the SMEs of their 
region to be involved in the RIS3 process from the very beginning and to keep 
involved in the process via working groups and panels. Furthermore, European 
cluster projects can help to share knowledge of the specific regional smart special-
isation strategies and support cluster managers, SMEs and policy makers in joint 
activities. 

Tool 10: Access to finance

The lack of sufficient financing can be a major drawback for innovation projects. 
SMEs especially do not often have necessary resources at their disposal for de-
veloping and testing novel technologies or products, which is usually costly and 
involves high risks. When discussing how to enable the innovation potential of 
SMEs, access to finance is therefore a topic of great importance. 

In the framework of RespiceSME’s work with SMEs it was observed that smaller 
companies often were not aware of public and private funding and financing 
opportunities. 

The aim of this tool is therefore to provide an overview of European funding and 
private equity opportunities, which SMEs and cluster managers may use as guid-
ance, when looking for financing or when consulting clients. 

Private financing and funding opportunities

Private equity provides for interesting financing opportunities for SMEs. Especial-
ly start-ups and SMEs seeking investments for an innovation or expansion of their 
activities can benefit from private capital. Private investing is typically effectuated 
with a long-term interest in the company’s development yielding at higher returns. 
In turn investors acquire holdings of the company’s shares. Private equity investors 
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include institutions such as banks and pension funds, but also wealthy individuals 
(business angels). Apart from classic private financing instruments crowdfunding 
platforms are another opportunity to raise capital for innovations. 

The following list provides an overview of the manifold private financing and 
funding opportunities, so SMEs and cluster managers may identify the most ap-
propriate source of funding according to the current needs and future develop-
ment strategy.

Crowdfunding: Crowdfunding implies to raise funds from a community of investors or 
from individual donors.

Types of crowdfunding:

 � Reward-based crowdfunding
 � Presale crowdfunding
 � Equity crowdfunding
 � Crowdlending / peer-to-peer lending

Amounts of Investment: Average < 10 k€ can go up to 500 k€

Honour loan: The honour loan is a loan that aims to help entrepreneurs who do not have 
enough personal financial contributions to support the creation of their business. A loan 
without interest rate, nor guarantee or personal deposit from the entrepreneur is usually 
awarded by local or national (networking) organizations / associations of entrepreneurs.

Amounts of Investment: Mainly < 10 k€ can go up to 100 k€

Incubator fund / accelerator: Funds from incubators and accelerators (or related 
national R&D funds, such as French Tech in France) which are either public, private or a 
combination of both and support companies in business maturation. Funds that come from 
incubators and accelerators offset by acquiring a stake in the capital of the company, or by 
repayable advance.

Amounts of Investment: Mainly < 50 k€ can go up to 300 k€

Business Angel: A Business Angel is a physical person who invests a part of his assets in 
an innovative company (start-up) and who, in addition to his / her money, offers his / her 
skills, experience, network and time to the benefit of entrepreneurs. In turn business angels 
receive equity stakes.

Amounts of Investment: Mainly 20 – 50 k€ can go up to M€

Venture Capital: Venture capital subsumes investments in unlisted companies that 
 require equity capital. Venture capital funds acquire equity stakes.

Amounts of Investment: 150 k€ – 10 M€

»
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Family Office: A Family Office is an organization of persons in the service of one or more 
families, offering advice to families in the exclusive service of their patrimonial interests. 
Compensation through equity stake.

Amounts of Investment: from 150 k€ 

Bond Financing: A bond is a debt investment in which an investor loans money to an 
entity (such as an SME) which borrows the funds for a defined period of time at a variable 
or fixed interest rate. 

Amounts of Investment: from 150 k€ 

European Investment Fund: The EIF supports Europe’s SMEs by improving their access 
to finance through a wide range of selected financial intermediaries. To this end, it designs, 
promotes and implements equity and debt financial instruments which specifically target 
SMEs. 

Table 4: Overview Financing Opportunities for SMEs (Source: Opticsvalley).

The following tables provide further information related to the investments presented above in 
terms of company type and stage of development required, actions funded, range and impact, 
as well as helpful tips for each private funding category.

Private  
financing  
opportunities

Kinds of  
investment

Type of actions funded
Type of  
companies

Crowdfunding

Seed Post- 
crea-
tion

De-
velop-
ment

Equipment, 
accomoda-
tion

R&D Commerc- 
ialization 
(internat.)

Re-
cruit-
ment

Day 
to 
day

Early 
stage 
SMEs

Other 
SMEs

    

Honour loan     

Incubator fund / 
accelerator

    

    

Business Angels        

Venture  
Capital       

Corporate Ven-
ture Capital       

Family Office   

Bond  
Financing   

Table 5: Private Financing Opportunities (Source: Opticsvalley).
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Table 6: Private Financing Opportunities – Characteristics (Source: Opticsvalley).

Private financing 
opportunities

Cum
ulativeness

Leverage
Tem

porality
N

etw
ork im

pact

Tips &
 A

dvices
Cum

ulative w
ith other private 

fi
nancing opportunities

This funding attracts other kinds of 
private fi

nancing

(Exit strat-
egy) Short 
term

  
(< 3 years)

(Exit strat-
egy) Long 
term

  
(> 3 years)

The investor is able to 
connect the com

pany to its 
ecosystem

 (access to skills, 
address book, ...)

Crowd-
funding

Cum
ulative w

ith other types of private financing, 
excluding investm

ents in capital (BA, VC,...) for 
„Equity crow

dfunding“

Crow
dfunding provides leverage (positive signal 

about the existence of a m
arket) for raising funds 

from
 business angels or venture capitalists

 
 

Crow
dfunding investors do not take an 

active part in the com
pany‘s strategy

Crow
dfunding is m

ainly adapted to 
B2C com

panies and aw
ard-based 

crow
dfunding is interesting if there is an 

environm
ental or health care added value 

proposition

Honour 
loan

Cum
ulative w

ith other types of private financing

O
btaining a honour loan entails leverage to 

obtain additional bank financing, as w
ell as a 

credibility effect by convincing a jury com
posed 

of professionals
 

 
O

rganization that give honour loans be-
lieve in the project and m

ay take an active 
part in the com

pany‘s strategy

It is im
portant for com

panies to be w
ell 

aw
are of the opportunities offered by the 

organizations / association of entrepre-
neurs, or even cluster

Incubator fund / 
accelerator

Contestable cum
ulativeness w

ith other types of 
private financing in case of equity financing

G
ood credibility effect, but rather low

 incentive 
for other kind of private financing because of 
equity financing

 


The business of incubators is to accom
-

pany com
panies tow

ards the m
aturation 

of their business and technology by 
„opening doors“

It is im
portant to rely on netw

ork effects

See above
See above

 
 

A business angel typically helps to connect 
com

panies to its business ecosystem

It is im
portant to choose business angels 

that know
 very w

ell the industrial sector 
the com

pany belongs to

Venture 
capital

See above
See above

 


Venture capitalists help to connect start-
ups to its business ecosystem

VCs are generally specialized in one 
or several industrial sectors, but also 
in term

s of level of m
aturation of the 

com
panies they invest in. It is im

portant 
to choose one that fits w

ith com
panies’ 

fundam
entals

Corpo-
rate 
venture 
capital

See above
See above

 


Corporate venture capitalists help to 
connect start-ups to the business of its 
ow

n com
panie(s)

Such investm
ent brings credibility to the 

start-up project

Fam-
ily 
Office

G
ood cum

ulativeness w
ith other types of private 

financing
N

o use



N

o use
Fam

ily O
ffi

ce do not invest regarding 
the project, but regarding the financial 
leverage

Bond 
financ-
ing

G
ood cum

ulativeness w
ith other types of private 

financing
N

o use
 


N

o use
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Facilitating access to national / regional funding for SMEs

Cluster managers play a significant role in influencing regional funding policy in 
favour of SMEs. As mediators between businesses and authorities and as policy 
experts, they facilitate the access of SMEs to public funding schemes by providing 
relevant information and support. 

National / Regional financial support can come from central government, regional 
authorities or from both sides. Funding schemes can vary in the particular regions, 
but most countries in Europe have a large spectrum of financial support for SMEs. 

To assist SMEs in finding suitable funding programmes the list of regional support 
schemes should also distinguish between different types of supporting organisa-
tions, e. g. Ministries, Chambers of Commerce or Non-Governmental-Organisa-
tions. Different organisations offer different programmes to support innovative 
SMEs, such as:

 � funding programmes; 

 � internationalization programmes; 

 � special programmes for clusters / photonics clusters; 

 � or special programmes to support activities in the field of human resources. 

For every programme the general funding conditions for SMEs should be exam-
ined closely, since they can differ from the conditions for RTOs or bigger enter-
prises. Some organizations also offer special programmes dedicated to SMEs only. 
Besides common research and development activities, some special accompanying 
programmes might be offered to support innovation activities of SMEs.
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Best Practice26 case of RespiceSME:  
Germany – funding opportunities for SMEs

Germany features a high bandwidth of funding schemes which are divided into national 
and regional funding schemes in the different federal states. 

On the national level, most support for (photonics) SMEs is provided by the Federal 
Ministry of Education & Research and the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs & Energy. 
Both ministries have their own funding programmes with a broad variety of measures. 
The most important funding programmes for (photonics) SMEs are:

 � Support to innovative projects and ideas in research through targeted funding pro-
grammes (e. g. “photonics research” www.photonikforschung.de);

 � Funding for projects in a wide spectrum of research areas; there is a broad range of 
funding available covering basic research in natural sciences, environmentally friendly 
sustainable development, new technologies, information and communication technolo-
gies, the life sciences, work design, structural research funding at institutions of higher 
education to innovation support and technology transfer. 

 � Research funding targeted to projects of cutting-edge research in SMEs, e. g. KMU-Inno-
vativ: Priority for Cutting-Edge Research in SMEs www.kmu-innovativ.de; 

 � Special programmes for the new Laender of Germany (former states of East Germany); 
 � Central Innovation Programme ZIM (basic programme for market-oriented technology 
funding);

 � German Accelerator Tech (supports high-potential German technology start-ups).

On a regional level (States of Germany) a broad variety of institutions offering financial 
support and consultancy to SMEs exists. Examples from the state of Baden-Wuerttem-
berg are:

 � State Ministries (e. g. Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Wohnungsbau) 
 � State Agencies: Umwelttechnik BW, eMobil BW GmbH, BIOPRO Baden-Württemberg 
GmbH

 � Chambers of Commerce 
 � Steinbeis Network
 � Networks: Allianz Industie 4.0, microTEC SW, Photonics BW 
 � Innovation Angels: promotion of SME research projects
 � Clusterportal BW: support of clusters / networks 

26

26  For an overview of regional funding programmes and policy support schemes in Austria, France, Germany, Greece, 
Ireland, Lithuania, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom which were identified during RespiceSME please see http://
www.respice-sme.eu/fileadmin/cms/Deliverables/Deliverable_3.5_Best_practices_catalogue_for_regional_policy_
support.pdf

Manuelle Fußnote!!

file:///C:\Users\l.courtillat\Documents\RespiceSME\www.photonikforschung.de
http://www.kmu-innovativ.de
http://www.respice-sme.eu/fileadmin/cms/Deliverables/Deliverable_3.5_Best_practices_catalogue_for_regional_policy_support.pdf
http://www.respice-sme.eu/fileadmin/cms/Deliverables/Deliverable_3.5_Best_practices_catalogue_for_regional_policy_support.pdf
http://www.respice-sme.eu/fileadmin/cms/Deliverables/Deliverable_3.5_Best_practices_catalogue_for_regional_policy_support.pdf
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Funding programmes of the European Union with  
relevance for Photonics and Key Enabling Technologies

The European Union provides funding opportunities for SMEs seeking to finance 
innovation and research projects or support for employee qualification or for busi-
ness growth, transnational cooperation and internationalisation. The following 
tables deliver an overview of topics covered by European funding schemes. The 
overview is completed by descriptions of the most relevant programmes for pho-
tonics stakeholders. 

Overview of European funding opportunities for high-tech 
(photonics) SMEs
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Figure 33:  Destination panel of EU-funding (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH, Table adapted 
from EU-Förderlotse, ed. by Ministerium für Finanzen und Wirtschaft 
Baden-Württemberg in cooperation with S2i ).
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Horizon 2020

Horizon 202027 is the EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation 
and part of the Innovation Union, a Europe 2020 flagship initiative aimed at 
boosting Europe’s competitiveness. Its central goal is to drive economic growth 
and create jobs in Europe by financing innovations facilitating the transfer of re-
search to market. Horizon 2020 supports transnational research projects with an 
emphasis on excellent science, industrial leadership and tackling societal challeng-
es. These are also the topics of the main lines of funding. 

The programme is open to everyone. The approach is to accelerate the market uptake 
of innovations and achieve results faster. For Key Enabling Technologies (KET), 
such as photonics, the programme holds many opportunities since a high level of 
innovation is a pre-requisite for projects implemented under this programme. 

SME Instrument

This European funding programme is addressed to Small and Medium sized En-
terprises (SME) developing breakthrough innovations with a market-creating po-
tential. 

The  SME instrument28  is part of the European Innovation Council pilot (EIC 
pilot) and provides € 1.6 billion in funding over the period 2018–2020. The 
scheme, available for SMEs exclusively, has no thematic focus. The main emphasis is 
on innovation with high potential for commercialization and internationalisation 
boosting growth and job creation. 

The SME instrument is built around in 3 phases:

Phase 1 – Feasibility assessment

Funding is directed to projects exploring and assessing the technical feasibility and 
commercial potential of an innovation. The objective is to support the launch of a 

27 Based on information provided on https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/what-horizon-2020
28  Based on information provided on http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/sme-instrument
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new product, service or process on the market. Subject to funding could be risk as-
sessments, design or market studies and intellectual property exploration. Funded 
projects receive a lump sum of € 50.000 (per project, not per participating SME). 

Phase 2 – Innovation project

In Phase 2 funding is reserved to highly-innovative projects featuring a sound and 
strategic business plan. Activities linked to product development such as proto-
typing, miniaturisation, scaling-up, design and performance verification receive 
financial support of up to € 2.5 million. 

Phase 3 – Business acceleration

Following-up on the results obtained in phase 1 and 2 support provided in phase 
3 is concentrated on business acceleration services and includes assistance for de-
veloping investment readiness, for linking with private investors and customers 
through brokerage activities and events and for applying for further EU risk fi-
nance. Phase 3 does not include any monetary funding only consulting services 
provided by experts engaged by the European Commission. 

Fast Track to Innovation

The Fast Track to Innovation (FTI)29 provides funding for bottom-up proposals 
for close-to-market innovation activities in any area of technology or application. 
This thematic openness – combined with the possibility for all kinds of innovation 
actors (SME, large enterprise, R&D, academic) to work together and deliver inno-
vation onto the market and / or into society – is set to nurture trans-disciplinary 
and cross-sectoral cooperation.

29  Based on information provided on https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/fast-track-in-
novation-pilot
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The FTI’s aim is to:

 � reduce time from idea to market;

 � stimulate the participation of first-time applicants to EU research and innova-
tion funding; and

 � increase private sector investment in research and innovation.

Proposals for funding must be submitted by consortia comprising between three 
and five legal entities established in at least three different EU Member States or 
countries associated to Horizon 2020. Actions are to be ‘business-driven’ because 
they are intended to give breakthrough innovation ideas the last push before shak-
ing up the market. Substantial industry involvement in FTI actions is mandatory 
to ensure quick market take-up (‘quick’ meaning within a three-year period after 
the start of the FTI-action). This industry involvement implies:

 � either the allocation of at least 60 % of the budget to industry participants in 
the consortium;

 � or the presence of a minimum number of two industry participants in a consor-
tium of three or four partners, or of three industry participants in a consortium 
of five partners. 

INTERREG 

Interreg30 is the funding instrument of the European Territorial Cooperation 
(ETC), which pursues joint actions and policy exchanges between national, re-
gional and local actors from different Member States. There are three types of co-
operation supported in Interreg: cross-border (Interreg A), transnational (Inter-
reg B) and interregional (Interreg C, mainly targeted to public authorities). The 
budget of the fifth programming period of Interreg (2014–2020) amounts to 10.1 
billion EUR, which are invested in over 100 cooperation programmes between 
regions and territorial, social and economic partners.

30 Based on information provided on http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/cooperation/european-territorial/
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The thematic focus of Interreg is based on the 11 investment priorities of the EU’s 
regional policy: 

 � Information and Communication technologies

 � Competitiveness of SMEs

 � Low-carbon economy

 � Combating climate change

 � Environment and resource efficiency

 � Sustainable transport

 � Employment and Mobility 

 � Social inclusion

 � Better education, training

 � Better public administration

Eurostars 2

In the framework of Eurostars31 innovative projects of international scale receive 
funding for the development of rapidly marketable innovative products, processes 
and services. The goal is to support SMEs with a strong profile in research and de-
velopment in leveraging innovations that positively impact and improve the daily 
lives of people around the world. Eurostars provides for opportunities, specifically 
tailored to SMEs, to leverage international cooperation, share expertise and bene-
fit from an international exchange of knowledge. In the 2014–2020 period a total 
public budget of € 1.14 billion has been allocated to Eurostars, which is a joint 
programme between EUREKA and the European Commission, co-funded from 
the national budgets of 36 participating states and partner countries (including 
non-European countries such as Canada and South Korea).

31  Based on information provided on https://www.eurostars-eureka.eu/
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Overview of key European funding programmes 

Key data Horizon 2020 SME Instru-
ment

INTERREG V A / B Eurostars 2 

Project 
duration

2–4 years Phase 1: 6 
months

Phase 2: 1–2 
years

Interreg V A: 1–5 years

Interreg V B: 2–3 years

Average 29 
months; max. 
3 years

Number  
of 
partners 
required

8–14 partners 
from  
6–8 countries

Single applicants 
or collaborations 
eligible

Interreg V A: 3–6 partners 
from 2–4 countries

Interreg V B: 5–12 partners 
from 5–6 countries

3–4 partners 
from 2–3 
countries; 
partners 
should rep-
resent min. 
2 Eurostars 
countries

Funding 
rate

70–100 % Phase 1: 50.000 
EUR (lump sum)

Phase 2: 70%

Interreg V A: 50–70%

Interreg V B: 60–85 %

50–100%

Project 
budget

Average  
2–6 MEUR

Phase 1: min. 
50.000 EUR, plus 
30% injection of 
own resources

Phase 2:  
1–3 MEUR

Interreg V A: Average 0,5–3 
MEUR, projects involving 
investments are eligible too

Interreg V B: Average 2–4 
MEUR, only small investments 
possible

No specifica-
tion; average 
1.4 MEUR

Calls for 
proposals

Calls are pub-
lished one time 
per year per line 
of funding

Submission of 
proposals possi-
ble at any time, 
up to 4 cut-off 
dates per year

Interreg V A: Submission at 
any time

Interreg V B: Publication once 
per year per cooperation 
area

Submission 
of proposals 
possible at 
any time, 2 
cut-off dates 
per year

Time to 
prepare a 
proposal

6–12 months 3–6 months 6–12 months 4–6 months

»
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Topics /
funding 
lines

 � Excellent 
science, e. g. 
Future and 
Emerging Tech-
nologies (FET);

 � industrial 
leadership, e. g. 
advanced man-
ufacturing; 

 � societal 
challenges, 
e. g. health and 
well-being

No predefined 
topics; three 
phase, progres-
sive funding

See 11 priority areas of EU 
regional policy

No predefined 
topics

Activities 
eligible 
for  
funding

 � R&D projects on 
Horizon 2020 
topics

 � Demonstration 
projects

 � Coordination 
and support 
actions

 � Phase 1: 
Feasibility 
assessment

 � Phase 2: 
Innovation 
projects, from 
demonstration, 
prototyping 
to implemen-
tation on the 
market

Interreg V A:

 � R&D projects
 � Technology / Knowledge 
transfer

 � Sustainable partnerships 
and networking

 � Cross-border initiatives and 
actions (sustainable tour-
ism, projects on energy-effi-
ciency etc.)

 � Fund for micro projects

Interreg V B:

 � Transfer of knowledge and 
creation of competence 
hubs

 � Sustainable partnerships 
and networking

 � Pilot investments
 � Collaborative development 
of standards and strategies 

 � R&D 
projects in 
all areas, 
including 
prototyping

Table 7:  Table Overview of key EU Funding Opportunities (Source: Steinbeis 2i GmbH, 
Table adapted from EU-Förderlotse, ed. by Ministerium für Finanzen und 
Wirtschaft Baden-Württemberg in cooperation with S2i ).
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Description of RespiceSME Consortium

Foundation for Research and  
Technology Hellas – FORTH

FORTH-IESL is a major research organization in Greece with a strong interna-
tional and national presence, with a mission to pursue high quality basic and ap-
plied research along a broad scientific area. The Institute of Electronic Structure 
and Laser (IESL) centres its research activities in the fields of Lasers and Applica-
tions, Materials Science, Microelectronics and Devices and Theoretical-Computa-
tional Physics achieving excellence in several of the above while laying the grounds 
for a competitive presence in others. Basic and applied researches as well as tech-
nological innovation projects are carried out in the overhead fields, with financial 
support from national and EU research programs. 

FORTH-IESL has been a key participant of the Access to Research Infrastruc-
tures programme (since 1990 as a Laser facility and now as a facility in Cultural 
Heritage and Soft Matter as well) and is currently also a member of the Extreme 
Light Infrastructure (ELI) consortium. With support from the EC, the institute 
provides educational-training opportunities to doctoral students from European 
countries, within the Marie-Curie training scheme. Also, FORTH-IESL has been 
collaborator and co-founder of several spin-off companies focused in the fields of 
biomedical optics and laser material processing. 

FORTH-IESL holds one stakeholder position in Photonics21 Board of Stakehold-
ers (BoS), being one of the founding organisations of the Platform, while members of 
its Research Staff have been heavily involved into the activities of the Platform. Along 
with other keyrole national players, FORTH-IESL initiated the establishment of a 
similar thematic platform for Photonics in National Level in Greece (PhotonicsGR) 
and currently participates in the executive board of this National Platform.

www.forth.gr |  Stavros Pissadakis, pissas@iesl.forth.gr  
Mary Konstantaki, mkonst@iesl.forth.gr 
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Knowledge Transfer Network Limited

The Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) was established to foster better collabo-
ration between science, creativity and business, the KTN has specialist teams cov-
ering all sectors across the economy. The KTN has helped thousands of businesses 
secure funding to drive innovation and supports them through their business cycle 
to see the investment turn into success. 

KTN is a highly networked community that is extensively involved in UK innova-
tion and wealth creation and one of its roles is to be an independent and influential 
voice of the electronics, sensors and photonics community to the EU, UK Central 
government, Innovate UK, Research Councils and whatever other organisations it 
is relevant to engage with. Through its Photonics group the KTN works in part-
nership with the UK’s photonics clusters and develops initiatives and programmes 
to stimulate innovation and growth in UK photonics. 

The KTN delivers many events in the UK and also on an international level and 
is keen to be involved in projects that allow opportunities to foster new collabora-
tions to spark innovation and business growth. 

Working with large and small companies, government agencies and research or-
ganisations, with tech hubs and start-ups, public funding bodies, VCs and private 
investors, KTN has built a unique network that helps enterprising people and 
companies reach the full potential of their innovative capabilities. 

Established by Innovate UK to build better links between science, creativity and 
business, the Knowledge Transfer Network has specialist teams covering all signif-
icant sectors of the economy, from defence and aerospace to the creative industries, 
the built environment to biotechnology and robotics. Our expertise in connecting 
sectors, disciplines and skills with the right collaborations and business approach is 
what helps unlock the tremendous hidden value in people and companies.

www.ktn-uk.co.uk | Louise Jones, louise.jones@ktn-uk.org 
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Laser & Engineering  
Technologies Cluster – LITEK

The Public entity “Science and Technology Park of Institute of Physics” (FIMTP) 
is the managing organisation of the Laser and Engineering Technology Cluster 
(LITEK) formed through the joint efforts of high-tech companies and research-
ers. FIMPT was established in 2010 by the Centre for Physical Sciences and Tech-
nology (CPST), the largest state scientific research institution in Lithuania carry-
ing out fundamental research and technological development in the fields of laser 
technologies, optoelectronics, nuclear physics, organic chemistry, bio and nano-
technologies, electrochemical material science, functional materials, electronics. 

The aim of FIMPT is to act as a technology transfer facilitator between CPST and 
the laser industry. LITEK companies specializes in manufacturing and develop-
ment of scientific lasers & systems, industrial lasers, optoelectronics, laser optics, 
ultrafast optics, optical components, opto-mechanical components, nonlinear and 
laser crystals, industrial workstations for mass and small batch production with 
short pulse solid state and fibre lasers, workstations for research and development 
with nano and pico second solid state lasers, customized state-of-the-art systems 
for scientific research with pico and femto second lasers, laser micro machining 
units for Micro machining laboratories. 

LITEK companies also provide services of laser materials processing technology, 
development, deployment and expertise, consultation lasers in the manufacturing 
process, optical coating design and characterization services, custom development 
for optical components, metal processing, three-dimensional parametric design of 
components, compounds, mechanisms. 

www.litek.lt |   Julius Pauzolis, julius.pauzolis@litek.lt  
Linas Eriksonas, linas.eriksonas@ftmc.lt 
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National University of Ireland, Galway

NUI Galway, founded in 1845, has a distinguished track record of achievement in 
research, in teaching and contribution to society. The University with its 17,000 
students and 2,000 staff makes impactful contributions internationally, nationally, 
and to the Connacht Ulster region in Ireland. The University is ranked 280th in the 
Times Higher Education world rankings. The University focuses on multidiscipli-
nary research programmes, and has extensive collaborations with industrial partners. 

The photonics community at NUI Galway has approximately 50 researchers engaged 
in photonics research, including 30 photonics PhD candidates and 20+ postdoctoral 
researchers in the School of Physics spread across research themes of Applied Optics, 
Biophotonics, Imaging, Remote Sensing and Laser-based Manufacturing. The Centre 
for Photonics & Imaging coordinates this activity at NUI Galway, integrating activities 
across fundamental science, education, applied research, technology transfer and in-
dustrial training. The key objective is the discovery of new science and the development 
of core intellectual property, carefully managed by the University, in close collabora-
tion with SME and multinational industries. The impact of the photonics community 
in Galway is demonstrated by the 811 cited documents, including 424 peer-reviewed 
journal articles, and more recently in the last five years, by the 32 peer-reviewed journal 
articles published per year generating more than one thousand citations per year. 

The National Centre for Laser Applications (NCLA) is part of the Centre for Ap-
plied Photonics and Imaging and is focussed on the area of advanced laser materials 
processing. The NCLA conducts internationally recognised research, commercialis-
es proprietary research activity, trains graduate engineers and scientists and promotes 
laser-based production to national and international industry. The NCLA works 
closely with Irish and European academic and industrial partners on projects span-
ning graduate education, fundamental research, applied technology development 
and technology transfer. 

www.nuigalway.ie |  Gerard O’Connor, gerard.oconnor@nuigalway.ie   
Ian Mc Cabe, ian.mccabe@nuigalway.ie 
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OptecNet Deutschland e.V.

OptecNet Deutschland e.V. is the association of the German Regional Innova-
tion Networks for Optical Technologies: Photonics BW, Optence, OptoNet, 
OptecBB, Bayern photonics, PhotonicNet, and HansePhotonik. 

The German Innovation Networks for Optical Technologies unite more than 500 
members: companies, research and education institutions, technology transfer 
agencies, business development companies, investors and public-law corporations. 
Their common aim is to support the development, the application, and the pro-
motion of Optical Technologies as key enabling technologies and establish links 
between industry, science and politics and to promote innovation. 

OptecNet supports the regional innovation networks and their members in estab-
lishing international contacts and business relations, e.g. by organizing partnering 
events, delegation trips and joint stands at trade shows abroad.

www.optecnet.de |  Johannes Verst, verst@photonicsbw.de 
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Opticsvalley

Created in 1999, Opticsvalley (OV) is the Paris-Region’s network in the fields of 
Optics, Electronics and Software & high-tech. Today, Opticsvalley, with a staff of 
16 employees, develops support actions for its’ 200+ members: SMEs, large cor-
porations and research labs. 

Through its network animation (over 12000 contacts in enterprises, labs, academic 
institutions, etc.), information dissemination and support activities, Opticsvalley 
promotes innovation and contributes to the Paris-Region’s economic develop-
ment. It has developed a specific employment exchange support open to industry 
and research in the high-tech fields, particularly of optics. 

OV also provides individual support to SMEs and their development projects, 
with a tailor-made service & methodology offering analysis, concerted evaluations 
and action plans. Thanks to this strategic position, Opticsvalley supports partner-
ship and strategic development initiatives for companies and research laboratories 
in the Paris region, enabling them to work effectively at a European level.

www.opticsvalley.org | Paul Stefanut, p.stefanut@opticsvalley.org 
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Photonics Austria

Founded in November 2013, Photonics Austria represents the Austrian interests 
in Photonics. Main focus of Photonics Austria is to establish networking and co-
operation between business, research and training in the field of Photonics.

Within the network that led to the founding of PHOTONICS AUSTRIA 55 
organisations are involved. These organisations include all relevant Universities 
in Austria, RTOs, Industry, the ministry and intermediaries like the Austrian re-
search funding organisation. In the business sector there are a number of large or-
ganisations represented like Zumtobel Lighting GmbH, Swarowski Optik KG or 
Fronius International GmbH as well as SMEs.

The network holds meetings in different locations all over Austria where specific 
photonic topics are discussed. Besides, these more technical topics meetings also 
cover relevant input from the European Union or Photonics21 in regards to Hori-
zon2020 or Smart Specialisation. This is covered by the representative of the Aus-
trian Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and Technology within Photonics 
Austria who also represents Austria within the Photonics21Mirror Group. This 
link with the Austrian Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and Technolo-
gy also opens up the possibility to participate in the development of the national 
research funding programs and therefore to strengthen the input of the national 
photonics industry. 

www.photonics-austria.at | Ernst Stelzmann, Ernst.Stelzmann@joanneum.at 
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PhotonicSweden

PhotonicSweden (PS) is the national platform for the Swedish photonics. It is 
an economic association which is a not for profit organisation.   It was founded 
in 2011 by merging the activities of an association of companies called Swedop-
tronics with the networking activities of the Swedish Optical Society (SOS). PS 
manages as well the operational business of the SOS. PS has built working groups 
mirroring the ones of Photonics21. PS currently has 110 personal members and 50 
company members out of which five are universities and research institutes.

PhotonicSweden aims at:

 � Being the voice of the Swedish Photonics towards the Public, the Government 
and foreign and European organizations.

 � Formulating national R&I agendas in Photonics.

 � Increasing the collaboration between photonics industry, academia and insti-
tutes. 

 � PhotonicSweden shall catalyze fruitful cooperation between companies, uni-
versities, and institutes in the field of optics and photonics in Sweden and across 
the national borders.

 � PhotonicSweden shall be a natural partner for Swedish and European funders 
and investors for product development and research. 

 � PhotonicSweden shall contribute to a healthy regrowth of engineers in optics 
and photonics.

 � PhotonicSweden shall increase the awareness among the general public and 
politicians of the strategic importance of optics and photonics for the future 
of Sweden. 

www.photonicsweden.com | Pierre-Yves Fonjallaz, pierre@photonicsweden.org 
Petra Bindig, petra@photonicsweden.org | Lennart Svensson, ls.lasertech.kb@bredband.net 

http://www.photonicsweden.com
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SECPhO – Light Technologies Cluster

SECPhO (Southern European Cluster in Photonics and Optics) was founded in 
2009 in Terrassa (Barcelona), Spain. The cluster brings together companies, in-
novation centers and research groups in the photonics and optics sector in Spain. 
Currently, it is comprised by more than 60 members. The mission of the cluster is 
to facilitate and improve the competitiveness of the Spanish Optics and Photonics 
sector by reaching major growth and profitability. SECPhO’s main objectives are:

 � To foster innovation in the field of photonic and optic technologies; 

 � To generate business opportunities for companies;

 � To provide technology centres and research groups with access to projects. 

SECPhO has yearly experience and is contributing in innovation generation where 
main actors are SMEs. This experience was gathered through organization of 
cross-sectorial innovation workshops nationally and internationally with market 
oriented clusters like: railway, food packaging, olive oil, wine cork, wine industry, 
rubber industry, automotive, agricultural machinery, aerospace and others. An 
original methodology of SECPhO Innovation Workshops helps to create new con-
sortia for national and European funding programs for new product development. 

Besides that, SECPhO is a partner in OASIS FP7 CSA project, that opens access 
of biophotonics research facilities to SMEs and fosters new projects. As one of the 
areas of interest of RespiceSME project is the applicationof photonics in health, 
SECPhO will bridge activities and contacts between the two initiatives.

Finally, SECPhO is a coordinator of the European Strategic Cluster Partnership 
¨FoodPackLab¨ where besides photonics, clusters from packaging and food sec-
tors are involved with an aim to help the consortium›s SMEs to expand their mar-
kets in 3rd countries. 

www.secpho.org | Sergio Sáez, sergio.saez@secpho.org

http://www.secpho.org
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RespiceSME Coordinator

Steinbeis 2i GmbH

Steinbeis 2i GmbH (S2i) was founded in 2016 as a 100 % spin-off of Steinbeis-Eu-
ropa-Zentrum (SEZ). SEZ is a not for profit organisation within Steinbeis Inno-
vation gGmbH (SIG). The spin-off Steinbeis 2i GmbH has taken over all staff 
members and competences from SEZ, so that the over 25 years’ experience of SEZ 
and the senior expertise of its staff in building innovation capacities in SME and 
supporting cross-border research and technology transfer is fully guaranteed and 
now executed by Steinbeis 2i.

S2i’s acts as: 

 � Member of the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) since 2008 with close to 
600 participating organisations in over 50 countries, and is a reliable and expe-
rienced partner in the network for European technology transfer, promotion of 
exploitable European research results and innovation capacity building.

 � The regional Contact Point for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in 
Baden-Württemberg, Germany. 

 � A provider for Baden-Württemberg’s Universities of Applied Science with in-
formation on European support programmes and supports them in formulating 
proposals and implementing European projects on behalf of the Ministry of 
Research, Science and the Arts Baden-Württemberg.

S2i’s core competences are: 

 � Companies, universities and research organisations are supported in submitting 
and implementing cross-border innovation projects, by identifying and select-
ing appropriate funding and innovation programmes as well as taking steps to 
internationalise and enter European markets.
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 � Assistance in the exploitation of research results, to promote trans-national 
technology transfer, to stimulate and support the innovation process in indus-
trial companies and to provide professional training.

 � Advice for policy makers and administrations on regional futures scenarios, on 
innovation and cluster policy issues and accompany knowledge exchange at the 
European level.

 � Expert knowledge on communication and dissemination of research and inno-
vation projects and their results.

 � Facilitating networking among innovation actors, e. g. through the professional 
and competent organisation of European conferences and events

www.steinbeis-europa.de |  Samantha Michaux, michaux@steinbeis-europa.de 
Tabea Link, link@steinbeis-europa.de 

http://www.steinbeis-europa.de
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Europe’s high-tech Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) have a large 
share in developing smart products in the field of photonics and other Key 
Enabling Technologies (KETs). They are one of the backbones of Europe’s 
economic power, yet despite great innovation potential they often lack 
management skills and cross-sectoral market insights to leverage their 
products on the market.  

The EU funded project RespiceSME addressed these needs and developed 
a toolbox to boost the innovativeness and competitiveness of high-tech 
photonics SMEs. The tools were conceived to support cluster managers 
and business developers in consulting SMEs on business strategy.

This handbook provides a practice-oriented description of these tools out-
lining implementation guidelines on:

 � Evaluating the innovation potential of high-tech SMEs 

 � Delivering support and advice to SMEs for improving corporate  
innovation management and formulating a strategy for innovation 

 � Enabling high-tech SMEs to exploit their potential and put  
novel products succesfully on the market v

 � Bolstering the competitiveness of SMEs by initiating  
transnational and cross-sectoral cooperation 

To illustrate tools and methods the handbook also presents best practices 
collected in the framework of the RespiceSME project. 

All templates and tools are available online:  
http://www.respice-sme.eu/respicesme-toolbox/the-respicesme-handbook/

“Cluster managers can have a significant role in leveraging the innovation po-
tential of SMEs. The tools presented in this handbook are aimed at supporting 
their work.”  

Samantha Michaux, RespiceSME coordinator

ISBN 978-3-95663-168-9


